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ABSTRACT
This work deals with facial expression recognition from various face representa-
tions. The key contributions of the work are both empirical and theoretical.
In empirical work, we first design and successfully test a framework for near-
frontal expression recognition. Then we do a significance analysis of the effect
of changes in pan and tilt angles on expression recognition performance for non-
frontal facial expression recognition. This analysis is followed by ‘view-fusion’
across multiple views in various configurations to come up with joint decisions.
These results have significant practical implications.
The theoretical contributions of the work are the development of Supervised
Soft Vector Quantization and Supervised Hierarchical Gaussianization algorithms.
The key idea in both of these is to iteratively update the Gaussian Mixture Mod-
els in such a way that they are more suitable for classification in these respective
frameworks. We then present some exciting results for both the algorithms. These
results show a considerable increase in performance compared to the unsupervised
counterparts. The algorithmic improvements are significant since they enhance
the established image classification frameworks. The supervised algorithms are
general and can be applied to any image categorization task.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Automated emotion recognition is beginning to have a sizeable impact in areas
ranging from psychology to HCI (human-computer interaction) to HRI (human-
robot interaction). For instance, in HRI and HCI there is an ever increasing de-
mand to make the computers and robots behave more human-like. Some example
works that employ emotion recognition in HCI and HRI are [2] and [3]. An-
other application is in computer-aided automated learning [4]. Here, the computer
should ideally be able to identify the cognitive state of the student and then act ac-
cordingly. Say, if the student is gloomy, it might tell a joke. Apart from this, it
can be very useful for online tutoring, where the instructor can get the affective
response of the students as aggregate results in real time.
The increasing applications of emotion recognition have invited a great deal of
research in this area in the past decade. Psychologists and linguists have various
opinions about the importance of different cues in human affect judgment [4]. But
there are some studies (e.g. [5]) which indicate that facial expressions in the visual
channel are the most effective and important cues that correlate well with the body
and voice. This gives the motivation to focus on various face representations for
facial expression recognition.
Most of the existing approaches attempting to solve this problem do recognition
on discrete emotion categories (e.g. happy, sad, fear, etc.). This is because of their
stability over culture, age and availability of such facial expression databases. A
number of other works also focus on capturing the facial behavior by detecting
facial action units 1 (AUs) as defined in the Facial Action Coding System (FACS)
[7]. The expression categories can then be inferred from these AUs [8].
In this work, a framework is first proposed in Chapter 2 for expression recog-
nition from near frontal face views extracted from video sequences. This was
then used in the FG 2011 Facial Expression Recognition and Analysis Challenge
1There are groups of muscles on the face which move together. Their movement signifies the
presence/absence of a particular AU. For instance, AU02 signifies ‘Outer Brow Raiser,’ etc. [6].
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(FERA2011). The results stood out in the final comparison. We stood first for
person-specific results while we were second in terms of the overall performance
[9].
Then we move to a more challenging task of facial expression recognition from
non-frontal face views in Chapter 3. Here, despite the single image expression
recognition, we also experiment with fusing multiple views in various combina-
tions. We then identify the two views, which when fused together, give the best
performance. We also do a significant analysis of variation in expression recog-
nition performance with changes in pose. These results have significant practical
implications.
In the latter half of the thesis in Chapters 4 and 5, we move towards devel-
opment of supervised image descriptor models. We then apply these models for
facial expression recognition. The models on which we work are inspired from
the very popular Bag-of-Words image classification framework. We use Gaus-
sian Mixture Models (GMMs) as ‘dictionaries’ to come up with soft estimates
in Soft Vector Quantization (SVQ); while in Hierarchical Guassianization (HG),
we use them to come up with image-specific distributions. Our contribution is
to learn these GMMs in a supervised manner using class information such that
they are better suited for recognition. Our extensive experiments do show that
the proposed methodologies significantly improve classification performance. We
term these supervised models, respectively, as Supervised Soft Vector Quantiza-
tion (SSVQ) and Supervised Hierarchical Gaussianization (SHG).
In the following, we review some of the existing literature for facial expression
recognition and supervised dictionary learning.
1.1 Related Work
Expression recognition using visual cues has been receiving a great deal of atten-
tion in the past decade. As pointed out earlier, most of the existing approaches do
recognition on discrete expression categories that are universal and recognizable
across different cultures. These generally include the six basic universal emotions:
Anger, Fear, Disgust, Sad, Happy and Surprise [10]. This notion of the universal
emotions with a particular prototype expression can be traced back to Ekman and
his colleagues [11], [12]. The availability of such facial expression databases have
also made them popular with the computer vision community. The choices of fea-
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tures employed for automated facial expression recognition are classified by Zeng
et al. [4] into two main categories: geometric features and appearance features. In
this section, we closely follow that taxonomy to review some of the notable works
on the topic.
The geometric features are extracted from the shape or salient point locations
of important facial components such as mouth and eyes. In the work of Chang et
al. [13], 58 landmark points are used to construct an active shape model (ASM).
These are then tracked to do facial expressions recognition. Pantic and Bartlett
[14] introduced a set of more refined features. They utilize facial characteristic
points around the mouth, eyes, eyebrows, nose, and chin as geometric features
for expression recognition. In a more holistic approach, Lucey et al. [15] utilize
the Active Appearance Model (AAM) to analyze the characteristics of the facial
expressions.
When sequences of images are available, one can also model the temporal dy-
namics of facial actions for expression recognition. For instance, Valstar et al.
[16] propose to characterize speed, intensity, duration, and the co-occurrence of
facial muscle activations in video sequences in a parameterized framework. They
then decide whether a behavior is deliberate or spontaneous. Usage of temporal
templates in [17], is another example. They used multilevel motion history images
to study the subtle changes in facial behavior in terms of action units.
The appearance features representing the facial characteristics such as texture
and other facial miniatures are also employed in many works. Among them, an-
other work of Bartlett and colleagues [18] uses Gabor wavelets which are ex-
tracted after warping 3D images into canonical views. Also, the work by Ander-
son and McOwan [19] introduces a holistic spatial ratio face template. In this
work, the movement of identified regions of the face are extracted and separated
from rigid head movement through tracking and used as features for support vec-
tor machine (SVM) classification.
A work by Hu et al. [20] details multi-view expression recognition using ap-
pearance features. They extract three kinds of local patch descriptors: Histogram
of Oriented Gradients (HOG), Local Binary Patterns (LBP), and Scale-Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT). They then apply Locality Preserving Projection (LPP)
for dimensionality reduction followed by SVMs for classification. Their method
shows good recognition results on a publicly available database. SIFT has also
been used in some other works. For instance, Berretti et al. [21] extract SIFT
descriptors on a set of landmarks on depth images for SVM classification. Other
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features like Pyramid of Histogram Of Gradients (PHOG) and Local Phase Quan-
tization (LPQ) have also been used for expression recognition, for instance in [22].
Yang and Bhanu [23] report better performance with LPQ than LBP for emotion
classification.
Besides geometric and appearance based, the hybrid features have also been
used. They have shown impressive recognition results. In [24], Tian et al. com-
bined shapes and the transient features to recognize fine-grained changes in facial
expressions. Several other works, such as [25] and [26], follow the traditional
approach of using 3D face models to estimate the movements of the facial feature
points. These features capture facial Action Units (AUs). Their presence/absence
can also describe the overall facial expression of a subject.
In our work on near-frontal facial expression recognition in Chapter 2, we use
an ensemble of features extracted from the facial region. These include both ap-
pearance and motion features. The feature set comprises of Scale-Invariant Fea-
ture Transform (SIFT) features at key points, Hierarchical Gaussianization (HG)
features and Motion Features (MF) (these features will be explained in the sub-
sequent sections 1.3 and 2.4). Classification is carried out by using Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVMs). Since, here, the task is to predict the expression label
of a given video-clip, the final decision is computed based upon majority vot-
ing amongst the detected expression in frames from the respective video. Our
approach has proven its significance over the baseline methodology [27] and a
number of other works in 2011 Facial Expression Recognition and Analysis com-
petition [1].
It is worthwhile to point out that much of the literature focuses on expression
recognition from frontal or near-frontal face images [4, 10]. Expression recogni-
tion from non-frontal faces is much more challenging. It is also of more practical
utility, since it is not trivial in real applications to always have a frontal face.
Nonetheless, there are only a handful of works in the literature working with non-
frontal faces.
The works on non-frontal view expression recognition can also be classified
based upon the types of features employed. Some works use geometric features:
e.g., Hu et al. [28] and Rudovic et al. [29, 30] use displacement or mapping of
manually labeled key points to the neutral or frontal face views of the same sub-
ject. In contrast, some researchers extract various low-level features (e.g., SIFT)
on pre-labeled landmark points and use them for further processing [10]. Some of
such works include those by Hu et al. [20] and Zheng et al. [31].
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Note that the aforementioned approaches, for non-frontal view expression recog-
nition, require the facial key-points location information, which needs to be pre-
labeled. However, in real applications, key-points need to be automatically de-
tected, which is a big challenge itself in the case of non-frontal faces. To address
this issue there have been some attempts which do not require key-point locations;
they rather extract dense features on detected faces.2 The prominent examples in
this category include works by Moore and Bowden [32, 33], Zheng et al. [34] and
Tang et al. [35]. Moore and Bowden [32, 33] extract LBP features and their vari-
ants from non-overlapping patches, while Zheng et al. [34] and Tang et al. [35]
extract dense SIFT features on overlapping image patches. Zheng et al. [34] use
regional covariance matrices for the image-level representation. Tang et al. [35],
after dense feature extraction, represent the images with super vectors which are
learned based on ergodic hidden Markov models.
It is worthwhile to mention that the Binghamton University 3D Facial Expres-
sion (BU3D-FE) database [36] has become the de-facto standard for works in the
area of non-frontal view expression recognition. Many works use five pan angle
views rendered from the database (0°, 30°, 45°, 60°and 90°) [20, 28, 31, 32, 33].
However, in real-world situations, we have variations in both pan and tilt angles.
Thus, in more recent works [34, 35], people are working with a range of both pan
and tilt angles.
Unlike many previous works, our work on multi-view facial expression recog-
nition in Chapter 3 neither requires key-point localization nor needs a neutral face.
We work with 35 views rendered from the BU-3DFE database (combinations of
7 pan angles and 5 tilt angles). Unlike [34] and [35], we use all four expression
intensity levels. This work beats the state-of-the-art performance in the same ex-
perimental setting as [34] and [35]. Apart from performing better, it also does
a significant analysis on the effect of pose and intensity variations on expression
recognition results. To our best knowledge, such analysis has not been done be-
fore in the literature for such a wide range of pan and tilt angle views. This gives
valuable insights to the multi-view expression recognition problem.
In the latter half of the thesis we develop supervised algorithms for discrimi-
native training of GMMs, each specific to applications in SVQ and HG. Recent
years have seen a growing interest in supervised dictionary learning in general.
Such approaches may be classified into the following four categories [37].
2Extraction of dense features essentially implies computing features on an entire image region
from overlapping or non-overlapping image patches.
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The first category deals with computing multiple dictionaries. The work by
Perronnin [38] and Zhang et al. [39] comes under this category. The second type
comprises the works which learn dictionaries by modifying an initial dictionary
under various criteria, for instance by using mutual information to merge visual
words [40]. Another criterion may be the intra-class compactness and inter-class
discrimination power [41]. However since only the merging process is consid-
ered, one has to begin with a large enough dictionary so that it contains sufficient
discriminative power to begin with.
The third category learns a dictionary by working with descriptor-level discrim-
ination. However, as noted in [37], this assumption is quite strong because of the
overlap amongst local regions of images from different categories. Some example
works in this category are [42], [43], [44] and [45].
The fourth class of algorithms learn the descriptor models/dictionaries with
image-level discriminative criteria. Previous example works in this category in-
clude [37] and [46]. Our proposed work on SSVQ and SHG also falls into this
category. Unlike the work in [37], we employ soft assignment coding in SSVQ to
encode an image with a Gaussian Mixture Model, which can better describe the
underlying multi-modal distribution of the local descriptors. The work on SHG
follows the similar core idea, but linking the descriptor model to the image level
representation is not straightforward anymore. We use differentiable logistic loss
function for each of the SSVQ and SHG algorithms. Thus, our objective function
is differentiable without any conditions, while [37] relies on sub-gradient and [46]
has to make some assumption for computing the gradient. Our results on SSVQ
and SHG show significant improvement compared to SVQ and HG.
1.2 Databases
In the following we describe the databases we use in our experiments.
1.2.1 Geneva Multi-modal Emotion Portrayal-FERA Database
(GEMEP-FERA)
The database used in Chapter 2 is the GEMEP-FERA database [47] [27]. It con-
sists of the video-recordings of 10 actors. They are displaying a range of ex-
pressions, while uttering the word ‘Aaah,’ or a meaningless phrase. There are 7
6
subjects in the training data (3 males and 4 females). The test data-set has 6 sub-
jects, 3 out of which are not present in the training set. The total number of videos
in the training partition is 155 while that in the testing partition is 134. The videos
are recorded in high resolution (720i) at 30 fps in clean backgrounds. The actors
are more or less facing the camera. Each clip is a couple of seconds long.
There are five discrete, mutually-exclusive expression categories that are staged
in the database [27]. These categories are: Anger, Fear, Joy, Relief, and Sadness.
Expressions are labeled on a per video basis. In the training partition each ex-
pression appears 30-32 times. Some example images extracted from videos in the
database are shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Example images from a sequence in the GEMEP-FERA database.
1.2.2 Binghamton University 3D Facial Expression (BU-3DFE)
Database
The database used in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 is the publicly available BU3D-FE
database [36]. It is designed to sample facial behaviors in 3D with various proto-
typical emotional states. It has 3D face scan of a 100 subjects, each performing
6 expressions at 4 intensity levels. It also has the associated texture images. The
facial expressions presented in this database include; Anger (AN), Disgust (DI),
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Fear (FE), Happy (HA), Sad (SA) and Surprise (SU). Each subject also has a neu-
tral face scan. Thus, there are a total of 2500 3D faces scans in this database.
Out of the 100 subjects, 56 are females while 44 are males. This dataset is quite
diverse and contains subjects with various racial ancestries. Interested readers are
referred to [36] for further details.
We used an openGL based tool to render multiple views. We generated views
with seven pan angles (0°, 15°, 30°, 45°) and five tilt angles (0°, 15°,
30°). These views were generated for each subject with 6 expressions and 4
intensity levels. This results into an image dataset with 5 76 4 100 =
84000 images. We use all of these 84000 images in experiments in Chapter 3.
While in Chapters 4 and 5, we use specifically the strongest expression intensity
level (21,000 images) to compare our results with some prior works.
Some sample images of a subject with various expressions and intensity levels
are shown in Figure 1.2. Similarly, some images of the subject in various pan and
tilt angles are shown in Figure 1.3.
Face images with different expressions and intensities
Facial Expressions
AN DI FE HA SA SU
Level 1 
Level 2 
Level 3 
Level 4 
Figure 1.2: Rendered facial images of a subject with various expressions and
intensity levels. The intensity levels are labeled from ‘1’ to ‘4’ with ‘4’ being the
most intense.
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Face images with different pan and tilt angles
Pan angles
Ti
lt 
an
gl
es
−45° −30° −15° 0° +15° +30° +45°
−30°
−15°
0°
+15°
+30°
Figure 1.3: Rendered facial images of a subject with various pan and tilt angles.
1.2.3 CMU Multi-PIE
The CMU Multi-PIE database [48] is used in the experiments in Chapter 5 to
validate the SHG algorithm. We select a subset of the Multi-PIE database and
label them for expressions. We use images from 299 subjects from the first three
sessions. We select 5 camera views (04 1, 05 0, 05 1, 13 0 and 14 0) and use all
of the 19 illumination conditions. We use approximately 152,000 images in total.
We have four expression categories: neutral, positive (smile), negative (squint,
disgust) and surprise. We have approximately 59,000 images labeled for neutral,
34,000 for negative, 39,000 for positive and 20,000 for surprise expression. Some
example images from CMU Multi-PIE are shown in Figure 1.4.
1.3 Features
Good and relevant features are detrimental in any computer vision algorithm. In
image classification, many methods first extract low-level features at key-points or
over a dense grid in an image [49]. Examples of such low-level features include
9
Figure 1.4: Example images from CMU Multi-PIE database.
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) Feature, Local Binary Pattern (LBP)
features, Discrete Cosine Transform Features (DCT) etc. These local features, in
general, are then combined into image-level representations [49]. We term these
image-level representations as “mid-level” features [49]. In the following we shall
review briefly some of the low-level features, followed by some mid-level image
representations used in this work.
1.3.1 Low-Level Features
There are a number of hand-crafted features used in the computer vision literature.
We briefly review some of them, including LBP, SIFT, DCT and LPQ features
[50].
LBP [51] essentially represents each pixel by thresholding its neighborhood
with its value and then using these binary numbers to construct a label. The
histogram of these labels for the pixels in a region are then used as the texture
descriptor for that region. Some of the example works using LBP features for
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expression recognition include [20] and [52].
With DCT, one can essentially summarize a collection of points (pixels) with
cosine functions with different frequencies. These are very efficient and there
are fast implementations. Some of the works using DCT features for expression
recognition are [53] and [54]. Please note that we discard the DC value for obvious
reasons.
SIFT [55] has proven its significance in a variety of applications in computer
vision since its inception. This descriptor is essentially a Gaussian weighted his-
togram of gradients on a local neighborhood. The histogram is then reshaped into
a vector. It is then normalized to have unit norm to introduce invariance to affine
changes in illumination. Some of the example works using SIFT for expression
recognition include [21], [34] and [35]. Interested readers are directed to the work
by Lowe [55] for further information.
LPQ features appeared recently in [56]. They are blur insensitive (if the blur
is centrally symmetric) texture features. They are based on the quantized phase
of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) calculated in a local window. These
features have also been used for expression recognition in the recent past, for
instance in [23]. LPQ features have outperformed others for texture classification,
for instance, local binary patterns (LBP) and Gabor features [56]. Thus, these can
be regarded as state of the art in this regard.
1.3.2 Mid-Level Features
The low-level features may be combined in various ways to give image level de-
scriptors. One way may be to concatenate them together. However, this may lead
to very high dimensional feature vectors. Also such image-level features may
be seriously prone to image misalignments. The approaches used in practice for
mid-level feature representation typically follow a common structure that con-
sists of three computational modules [57]; local feature extraction, descriptor en-
coding and spatial feature pooling. With these mid-level feature representations,
state-of-the-art recognition performances have been reported in object recognition
and scene classification tasks on various benchmark datasets, such as Caltech-
101 [58], Caltech-256 [59] and Scene 15 [60]. In the following we describe some
of the mid-level feature representations relevant to this thesis.
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Soft Vector Quantization
In the recent past, Bag of Words (BoW) model has been very popular in image cat-
egorization. In this approach, features extracted from unordered patches from im-
ages are quantized into discrete visual words (code-book). These visual words are
then used to compute a compact histogram representation of each image, which is
then used for classification [50].
Suppose, S= fId;cdgDd=1 is a corpus of images, where Id = fzd1; : : : ;zdNdg repre-
sents the dth image, zdi are the feature vectors extracted from I
d and cd 2fc1; : : : ;cMg
are labels in a multi-class case. LetV = fv1;v2; : : : ;vkg be a matrix whose columns
represent visual words. For (hard) Vector Quantization (VQ), the feature vector
zdi from the d
th image can be represented as a K-dimensional vector fdi , where
fdi [k] =
8<: 1 if k = argminl
zdi   vl2;
0 otherwise
(1.1)
However, the hard assignment in equation (1.1) may be too restrictive. Also,
hard VQ may lead to greater representation/reconstruction errors. One can use
a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to arrive at Soft Vector Quantization (SVQ)
instead. Given a set of training images, GMM can be learned by the Expectation
Maximization (EM) algorithm [61].
Thus, given a GMM (with K components and parameters
Q = fp1; : : : ;pK;m1; : : : ;mK;S1; : : : ;SKg), the likelihood of a p-dimensional fea-
ture vector zdi is given as
p(zdi jQ) =
K
å
k=1
pkN (zdi ;mk;Sk) (1.2)
In SVQ, we may represent the feature vector zdi as fdi , where
fdi [k] =
pkN (zdi ;mk;Sk)
åKj=1p jN (zdi ;m j;S j)
(1.3)
= p(kjzdi ) (1.4)
The image level descriptor can then be represented by a histogram computed
from all the fdi ; i 2 1; : : : ;Nd , or in other words mean pooling across the image,
12
Fd =
1
Nd
Nd
å
i=1
fdi (1.5)
where Nd is the number of low-level feature vectors extracted from the image Id .
This image-level descriptor can then be used for classification. However, please
note that such descriptors discard the spatial information in the patches extracted
from various regions of an image. Hence to address this issue, Spatial Pyramid
Matching (SPM) was proposed in [60]. In this framework, the given image is
partitioned into various sections on various scales and then the BoW histograms
are extracted for each of these partitions. These histograms are then concatenated
together into one feature vector which is then used for classification. SPM has
made tangible success on various image categorization databases like Caltech-101
[58] and Caltech-256 [59]. It had been found empirically that the BoWmodel and
SPM both give significantly better performance when used in conjunction with a
non-linear kernel, e.g. intersection kernel or chi-square kernel, compared to when
used with a linear kernel.
Sparse Coding Spatial Pyramid Matching (ScSPM)
We can also relax the cardinality constraint in equation (1.1) by solving a lasso
problem [62], [57]. This gives us the benefit of having control on the level of spar-
sity in feature assignment to dictionary elements. Apart from that, it has also been
found out in [62] that max-pooling gives better performance over mean-pooling
(histogram representation as in equation (4.3)). When such “sparse-coding” is
combined with SPM, we approach at the Sparse Coding Spatial Pyramid Match-
ing (ScSPM) 3 framework [62]. It gives significant improvement over SPM, and
that too with linear SVMs. These linear classifiers have a constant computational
complexity when testing. This ScSPM is further explained in the following and is
then used for expression recognition later in the thesis.
SupposeX is a matrix whose columns are image features. Now letX= [x1; : : : ;xN ]2
RDN (D is the number of feature dimensions and N is the number of feature vec-
tors). The BoW model uses Vector Quantization (VQ) and essentially solves the
following matrix factorization problem [62],
3Interested readers are referred to the work by Yang et al. [62] for further details.
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min
W;V
N
å
n=1
kxn Vwnk22
subject to jwnj= 1;wn  0; kwnk1 = 1; 8n
(1.6)
Please note that jwnj = 1 is the cardinality constraint which restricts the maxi-
mum number of non-zero elements in wn 2 RK1 to 1. Here, V = [v1; : : : ;vK] 2
RDK is the code-book used in vector quantization. Also, W = [w1; : : : ;wN ] 2
RKN . Please note that the columns of V can be conceptualized as the K clus-
ter centers in K-means clustering. After optimization, the non-zero index in wn
indicates the cluster assignment of xn.
During the training period, equation (1.6) is optimized for both V andW. This
gives the code-book V, which is then used in the coding phase to solve for W
when given another collection of features X.
However, the cardinality constraint on wn may be too restrictive. This can be
relaxed to given lesser reconstruction error. However, to avoid relaxing the con-
straint too much, an `1-norm regularization can be introduced on wn in equation
(1.6). This gives rise to the following optimization problem known as sparse cod-
ing (SC) [62]:
min
W;V
N
å
n=1
kxn Vwnk22+l kwnk1
subject to kvkk2  1; 8k 2 1;2; : : : ;K
(1.7)
Please note that the constraint on `2-norm of vk is to avoid a non-trivial solution.
V is typically an over-complete basis set (K  D). Here l is a regularization
parameter, whose value controls the sparseness in the solution wn for a sample
xn.
Like VQ, SC also has a training phase and a coding phase [62]. In the training
phase, the goal is essentially to come up with a V that can sparsely represent the
features similar to the ones used in training. Please note that the equation (1.7) is
not simultaneously convex in both W and V. However, it is convex in one if the
other is fixed. Hence, for training, the equation (1.7) is solved in an alternative
iterative fashion. The training features are, in general, sampled randomly across
the database. The code-book or the dictionary V learnt in this process is then
retained for use in the coding step.
For the coding phase, the problem in equation (1.7) can be solved for each
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feature xn by using the V learned from the training step. This essentially reduces
the problem in equation (1.7) to the following linear regression problem with `1-
regularization, also well known as Lasso.
min
wn
kxn Vwnk22+l kwnk1 (1.8)
Here, again, the `1-norm enforces sparsity of the representation and l controls
the sparsity penalty. There have been a number of efficient methods proposed to
solve the Lasso problem. We use the feature sign search algorithm [63].
In the ScSPM framework, to extract image level features, first we densely ex-
tract local descriptors from the image, and represent the image as sets of local
descriptors in a three level spatial pyramid X =

X011;X
1
11;X
1
12; :::;Y
2
44

, where X si j
is a matrix containing local descriptors from the (i; j)-th spatial block in the s-th
spatial scale. As shown in Figure 1.5, on the s-th image spatial scale, there are 2s
evenly divided spatial blocks in total. Given the code-book V , we encode the local
descriptors into sparse codes by equation (1.8). After encoding all local descrip-
tors into sparse codes, we can similarly represent these sparse codes in the spatial
pyramidW=

Wˆ 011;Wˆ
1
11;Wˆ
1
12; :::;Wˆ
2
44

. The final feature representation is obtained
by max pooling over the sparse codes in each spatial block across different spatial
scales, i.e.,
b =

b si j

; b si j =max(jWˆ si jj); (1.9)
where b is a concatenation of b si j over all (i; j;s) and the “max” operation is per-
formed over each row of Wˆ si j. As shown in [62], max pooling in conjunction
with sparse coding works well with linear classifiers, achieving surprisingly good
results on image classification tasks. The framework is also backed up by bio-
physical evidence in the visual cortex (V1) [64]. These feature vectors are then
used for training and testing the classifiers.
Figure 1.5: Spatial pyramid structure for representing the image.
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Hierarchical Gaussianization (HG)
The novel Hierarchical Gaussianization (HG) [65] representation is a locality sen-
sitive patch-based approach. Here the patch locality information is characterized
jointly with the appearance information. It is robust to partial occlusion and mis-
alignment scenarios. This image representation is fairly general. It is worthwhile
to mention here that HG features have proven their mettle in a number of recent
evaluation challenges [66].
In the process of extraction of these features, we first extract overlapping image
patches. Then we extract SIFT descriptors for each patch (please note that any
local features can be used in this framework). Then we learn a Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM), on the feature vectors extracted from patches, for the whole cor-
pus. We term this GMM as the Universal Background Model (UBM). Please note
that, given a set of training samples, a GMM can be learned through the Expecta-
tion Maximization (EM) algorithm. EM finds the maximum likelihood estimates
of the parameters of a GMM is an iterative fashion. Further details of EM can be
found in [61].
The UBM serves as a reference across different images. We later learn image-
specific GMMs adapted to this UBM. HG features are essentially the super-vectors
constructed from the parameters of the image-specific GMM. This gives us the
overall appearance information for that image. This process is explained visually
in Figure 1.6.
The location information can then be encoded in HG features by either using
Gaussian maps as in [65], or by repeating the same process on a spatial pyramid
structure (SPM) such as in Figure 1.5. The resulting HG features on different
sections can be fused either at the feature level (concatenated together) or at the
decision level.
Let zdi denote the i-th p-dimensional feature vector from the d-th image. We
model zdi by a GMM, namely,
p(zdi jQd) =
K
å
k=1
pdkN (z
d
i ;mdk ;S
d
k ); (1.10)
where K denotes the total number of Gaussian components, and (pdk ;m
d
k ;S
d
k ) are
the image-specific weight, mean and covariance matrix of the kth Gaussian com-
ponent, respectively. For computational efficiency, we restrict the covariance ma-
trices Sdk to be a diagonal matrix, Sk, shared by all images.
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Figure 1.6: Schematics of extracting HG features. The UBM is adapted using the
features extracted on patches from the image in question.
We estimate the prior mean vector mk, prior weights pk and covariance matrix Sk
by fitting a global GMM based on the whole corpus (which we term as the UBM),
and the remaining parameters by solving the following Maximum A Posteriori
(MAP) formulation,
max
Q
h
ln p(zdi jQ)+ ln p(Q)
i
:
The MAP estimates can be obtained via an EM algorithm: in the E-step, we com-
pute
p(kjzdi ) =
pkN (zdi ;mk;Sk)
åKj=1p jN (zdi ;m j;S j)
(1.11)
and,
nk =
Nd
å
i=1
p(kjzdi ) (1.12)
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and in the M-step, we update
pdk = gk
nk
Nd
+(1  gk)pk; (1.13)
mdk = akmk+(1 ak)mk; (1.14)
where;
mk =
1
nk
Nd
å
i=1
p(kjzdi )zdi (1.15)
ak =
nk
(nk+ r)
; gk =
Nd
(Nd +T )
If a Gaussian component has a high probabilistic count, nk, then ak approaches
1 and the adapted parameters emphasize the new sufficient statistics mk; other-
wise, the adapted parameters are determined by the global model mk. Here r and
T are the tuning parameters. They also affect the MAP adaptation. The larger r
and T , the larger the influence of the prior distribution on the adaptation. In prac-
tice we adjust r and T empirically [65]. Here Nd is the total number of patches
extracted from an image.
After Gaussianization, we can calculate the similarity between a pair of im-
ages via the similarity between two GMMs. In our experiments, we follow the
suggestion in [67] and choose the super-vector for an image, Id , to be
Yd =
q
pd1S
  12
1 m
d
1 ;    ;
q
p IKS
  12
K m
d
K
T
(1.16)
To show the correspondence among different super-vectors, let the appearance
vectors from (1.16) for two images, Ix and Iy, be denoted by Yx and Yy respec-
tively. Then,
p
pxkS
  12
k m
x
k and
q
pykS
  12
k m
y
k denote the entries in the appearance
vectors. Please note that these are computed from the parameters that are adapted
from the same kth Gaussian mixture in the UBM. Hence, there is an inherent cor-
respondence amongst the elements of the super-vectors.
As pointed out earlier, the location information can be encoded by repeating
the same process in a spatial pyramid structure. However, we later empirically
discovered that we achieve similar performance by concatenating the xy-patch
location to each descriptor zdi before the Hierarchical Gaussianization process.
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CHAPTER 2
NEAR-FRONTAL FACIAL EXPRESSION
RECOGNITION
2.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses a framework for expression recognition from video se-
quences. In this chapter we address both subject-dependent and subject-independent
expression recognition scenarios. The approach towards solving this problem in-
volves face detection, followed by key point identification, then feature generation
and then finally classification [1]. We use an ensemble of features consisting of
Hierarchical Gaussianization (HG), Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and
some coarse Motion Features (MF). In the classification stage we use SVMs. The
classification task has been divided into person-specific and person-independent
expression recognition using face recognition with either manual labels or auto-
matic algorithms. This framework was then used in the FG 2011 Facial Expres-
sion Recognition and Analysis Challenge (FERA2011). The results stood out in
the final comparison. We stood first for person-specific results while we were
second in terms of the overall performance [9]. It is worthwhile to note that the
work [23] that outperformed the proposed framework in the overall results may
face some limitations in other testing scenarios, as outlined later in Section 2.8.
We experiment with the GEMEP-FERA database in this Chapter. The details
of the database along with the sample images can be seen in Section 1.2.1. The
rest of the chapter is organized as follows. First we explain our overall framework,
followed by the details of preprocessing and extracting features. Then we describe
the person identification and verification followed by expression classification and
its results. In the end we give some concluding remarks.
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2.2 The Framework
This section describes the overall framework of our approach. We first do pre-
processing (de-interlacing, key point detection and alignment), which is later de-
scribed in Section 2.3. Then we extract features which include SIFT, HG and
Motion Features (MF). These are further explained in Sections 1.3 and 2.4. Then
we concatenate the features together and feed them for training/testing.
Please note that here we have both person-specific (where test subject is present
in training) and person-independent (where test subject is absent in training) test-
ing scenarios. So we train person-specific and person-independent classifiers. The
person-specific classifiers are trained for each respective subject in the training set
separately, whereas the person independent classifiers are trained on all the sub-
jects in the training data.
To better conceptualize our system, please refer to the flowchart given in Figure
2.1. Given a test video, in the first step, features are extracted, and in parallel it
is determined whether the subject appearing in the video appears in the training
set or not. If it does, then it is found which one it is. Based upon the decision,
person-specific or person-independent classifiers are used.
We experimented with both the manual and automated person identification
(ID) and verification. It turns out that both give similar performance for expression
recognition.
2.3 Pre-Processing
A number of pre-processing steps are carried out before the feature extraction
phase. The given videos are interlaced. Thus de-interlacing [68] is performed for
each video to improve image quality for feature extraction in a later stage. More,
specifically, we extract two horizontal fields (one is comprised of odd lines and
the other consists of even lines) from each frame. We then resize them to one half
across the horizontal direction in order to keep the original aspect ratio. In this
way, we obtain double the temporal resolution (60 fps) at the cost of losing one
half of the spatial resolution.
After de-interlacing, the face area and location of the nose and two eyes on
each frame are located by the Pittpatt face detection and tracking library [69],
[70]. This face area is then in-plane rotated, by the angle of the eyes relative to
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Figure 2.1: Flowchart of the system.
the horizontal line, so that the face has straightened up pose. Rotation alignment
improves key-point detection in the next step.
On a located and straightened face, 83 facial feature points (on the face contour,
eyes, nose and lips) are detected using Active Shape Model (ASM) [71]. Since
the face is already located and straightened, we have fairly good initialization of
feature points and the adaptation of ASM can converge to a local maximum close
to their true locations. Moreover, the continuity of video sequence is exploited by
initializing the feature locations in the current frame from those in the previous
frame. In such a way, the ASM adaptation becomes a bit more robust to large face
distortions due to intense expressions. The reason for using these 83 points is that
the ASM model was trained using these number of points on another database
prior to this work. The model can well be trained with some other number of
key-points.
Face detection, in plane rotation and key point identification are shown for a
frame from one of the test videos in Figure 2.2. A subset of these points are used
for face alignment. The extracted faces are aligned using five key points in a least
square sense. These points include two eye-corners, one nose-tip and two mouth
corners. All detected key points are then used for extraction of motion features.
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Figure 2.2: (a) is an input frame, (b) shows the result for face detection followed
by in-plane rotation, (c) shows key points identification.
2.4 Feature Extraction
We extract an ensemble of features from the faces detected in the videos. These
include SIFT (Section 1.3.1) at selected key points, HG features (Section 1.3.2)
and Motion Features (MF). We later append them together to use in classification.
We extract SIFT descriptors on 7 key points. This subset of points consists of
the following: one point at the center of each eye, one point on the nose base
and 4 points around the lips (two points at the lip corners and two points at the
centers of upper and lower lips). The SIFT descriptor extracted on these points is
concatenated into one vector (resulting into a 1287 = 896 dimensional feature
vector). (Our experiments showed that inclusion of other points, for instance eye-
brows etc., did not improve performance on the training data. However, we did
not exhaust all the possible combinations. We experimented with the points whose
selection made more intuitive sense). We also extract HG features on the detected
faces and append them to the SIFT features.
Apart from the appearance information, one can observe some peculiar patterns
of various facial action units (FACS action units) in the training data related to
different expressions. For example, some subjects tend to have strong head and
mouth motion when they are angry while some subjects move their eyebrows
more when they are fearful. Thus, we also experimented with some coarse motion
features. These helped us to have better cross-validation accuracy on the training
data.
Following is how our motion features are extracted. First the dense optic flow
for each video sequence is computed using the algorithm described in [72]. This
is a GPU based algorithm which decreases computation time by orders of magni-
tude. Then the optic flow ‘frames’ are aligned using the prior extracted face key
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points. Then seven regions of interest are extracted. These include two eyebrows,
two eyes, nose, mouth and the residual part of the face by taking the convex hull
of the respective key points. Then mean and variance of horizontal and vertical
components of the optical flow of each region of interest are computed. These are
then concatenated together as a single 28 dimensional feature vector. It is worth-
while to note that this also captures the rigid head motion from the optical flow of
the nose region, since it stays relatively stationary with respect to the head.
One would argue that there may be other possibilities for computing these mo-
tion features. However, we later give experimental evidence in Table 2.10 that
inclusion of these features, with others, significantly improves the overall perfor-
mance.
2.5 Person Identification (ID) and Verification
Since a step-wise approach is adopted as shown in Figure 2.1, classifiers are
needed for automated person identification and verification. We follow a sim-
ple approach for person ID and verification. We describe our approach in the
following. It gives quite satisfactory performance, despite its simplicity,
2.5.1 Person ID
We use holistic features, i.e., raw pixel values for person ID/face recognition.
We use the detected and aligned faces from Section 2.3 and then resize them to
32 32. The pixel values from these are concatenated together to form feature
vectors for each face. We then use SVMs ([73]) for classification using these
features.
Given a test video, we do pre-processing as in section 2.3 and then run the
extracted faces through the person ID classifier. We then make the video level
decision using majority voting amongst the frames extracted from that video.
2.5.2 Person Verification
To find out whether the subject in a video appears in the training set or not; we
train probability models using leave-one-video-out (classifier ‘A’) and leave-one-
subject-out (classifier ‘B’) on the original training set using logistic regression
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[73] for person identification. The frames from the video, which is left during
training, are fed into the two classifiers (classifiers ‘A’ and ‘B’) for testing. The
probability outputs from both of these classifiers are sorted. Since there are 7
classes (subjects) for classifier ‘A’, the sorted probability outputs from this classi-
fier are truncated to six largest probability values.
The sorted probability outputs from classifier ‘B’ (6 outputs, as there were 6
classes) serve to represent the case when the subject is not in training, whereas the
remaining sorted probability values from ‘A’ give examples of probability values
when the subject is indeed present in training. This is repeated for all the videos
in training set.
The hypothesis for such an approach is that if the subject does appear in the
training set then the probability values for the actual class (actual subject) will
be very high and the rest will be quite small. On the contrary, the probability
values will not be too high for one particular class if the subject does not appear
in training.
An SVM classifier is trained on the probability outputs from above. This is a
binary classifier (classifier ‘C’), that will decide if a subject appears in the training
set or not. Since the decision is to be made at the video level, a majority voting
decision criterion is adopted.
Once it is established if a person in a video does appear in the training set, the
classifier outlined in subsection 2.5.1 (classifier ‘D’) is used to establish its person
ID.
2.5.3 Results for Person ID and Verification
The above two-stage classification procedure verifies the origin of the subjects
and finds correctly the person ID of 129 out of 134 videos in test data-set. The
five error cases all stem from the classifier ‘C’. Four videos containing subjects
who do not appear in the training set are labeled otherwise, while one video which
contains a subject who appears in the training set was labeled otherwise.
Thus for the manual ID case, the videos are labeled manually to find out which
videos contain subjects which appear in the training and what is their person ID.
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2.6 Expression Classification
For expression classification, the feature vectors for the frames from the training
set, obtained by the concatenation of the features outlined in the Section 2.4, are
fed into SVM classifiers for training. The frames in which no face is detected
or where the motion feature is not available are left out in both the training and
testing stages (for instance, there cannot be motion feature for the first frame in
each video). An image specific approach is primarily adopted. The final video
decision is made on the basis of majority voting.
The parameters for SVMs for expression recognition are all tuned on the train-
ing videos, by following a leave-one-video-out for each subject for person-specific
classification and leave-one-subject-out for person-independent classification.
2.6.1 Person Specific Results
This section details the results of the person-specific classification. This approach
is adopted for the videos of the subjects who are present in the training set. The
‘present-or-absent’ decision is done using manual or automated process described
in Section 2.5. Based upon the person ID, a classifier trained on the videos of the
particular subject in the training data-set is selected. There are seven subject-wise
multi-class SVM classifiers (corresponding to seven subjects in the training set).
There are 54 such videos in the test set, where the subjects appear in the training
set as well.
The confusion matrix for the results with manual person ID is given in Table
2.1; that for the results with automated person ID and verification is given in Table
2.2. A comparison, in terms of classification rate, with the baseline results [9] is
given in Table 2.3.
2.6.2 Person Independent Results
If the subject in a test video is not found in the training stage (by manual or
automated person ID), then we resort to the person-independent strategy. There
are 80 such videos in the test set. The classifier here is again a multi-class SVM.
It is trained on all the feature vectors extracted from the training data-set.
The confusion matrix for the results with manual person ID is given in Table
2.4; that for the results with automated person ID and verification is given in Table
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Table 2.1: Class confusion matrix for person-specific expression recognition
(with manual person ID)
Person Specific
classifiers with Manual
ID
Ground Truth
Anger Fear Joy Relief Sadness
Predicted
Anger 13 0 0 0 0
Fear 0 10 0 0 0
Joy 0 0 11 0 0
Relief 0 0 0 10 0
Sadness 0 0 0 0 10
Table 2.2: Class confusion matrix for person-specific expression recognition
(with automated person ID and verification)
Person Specific
classifiers with Auto.
ID
Ground Truth
Anger Fear Joy Relief Sadness
Predicted
Anger 13 0 0 0 0
Fear 0 10 0 0 0
Joy 0 0 11 0 0
Relief 0 0 0 10 0
Sadness 0 0 0 0 10
2.5. A comparison, in terms of classification rate, with the baseline results [9] is
given in Table 2.6.
2.6.3 Overall Results
This section lists the combination of the results obtained from the person-specific
and person-independent classification. The class confusion matrix for the results
with manual person ID is given in Table 2.7, while that for the results with auto-
mated person ID is given in Table 2.8. A comparison, in terms of classification
rate, with the baseline results [9] is given in Table 2.9.
An overall performance comparison, in terms of classification rate with manual
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Table 2.3: Comparison, in terms of classification rate, with the baseline results
for person-specific results
Emotion Baseline [9] Manual P.ID Automated P.ID
Anger 0.92 1.0 1.0
Fear 0.40 1.0 1.0
Joy 0.73 1.0 1.0
Relief 0.70 1.0 1.0
Sadness 0.90 1.0 1.0
Average 0.73 1.0 1.0
Table 2.4: Class confusion matrix for person-independent expression recognition
(with manual person ID)
Person Indep. classifier
with Manual ID
Ground Truth
Anger Fear Joy Relief Sadness
Predicted
Anger 9 2 0 0 4
Fear 0 4 0 1 0
Joy 3 7 19 1 0
Relief 0 1 1 12 1
Sadness 2 1 0 2 10
person ID, for different feature combinations is shown in Table 2.10. It can be seen
that although HG, SIFT and their combination give comparable performance, the
combination of all the three features gives the best result. The performances of
different feature combination can be ranked in the following order of decreasing
performance: HG-SIFT-MF > HG-SIFT > HG > SIFT > MF.
2.7 Discussion
The thing which stands out from the comparisons outlined in Tables 2.3, 2.6 and
2.9 is the substantial improvement over the baseline performance [9]. For in-
stance, the average classification rate is 1.00 for person-specific classification as
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Table 2.5: Class confusion matrix for person-independent expression recognition
(with automated person ID and verification)
Person Indep. classifier
with Auto. ID
Ground Truth
Anger Fear Joy Relief Sadness
Predicted
Anger 9 4 1 0 4
Fear 0 2 0 1 0
Joy 3 7 18 1 0
Relief 0 1 1 12 1
Sadness 2 1 0 2 10
Table 2.6: Comparison in terms of the classification rate with the baseline results
for person-independent results
Emotion Baseline [9] Manual P.ID Automated P.ID
Anger 0.86 0.64 0.64
Fear 0.07 0.27 0.13
Joy 0.70 0.95 0.90
Relief 0.31 0.75 0.75
Sadness 0.27 0.67 0.67
Average 0.44 0.66 0.62
in Table 2.3 compared to the average baseline performance of 0.73 for person spe-
cific results. It highlights the important observation that expression recognition
becomes much easier if one has the training examples of the same person. The
reason may be that every person exhibits facial expressions in a slightly different
fashion.
The person-independent results are also much better than the baseline. For in-
stance, the average classification rate for person-independent results is 0.44 (Table
2.6), whereas our performance is 0.66 (Table 2.6). The same trend translates to
the overall results. Our average classification rate for the overall results is 0.80,
while the baseline overall average classification rate is 0.56 (Table 2.9).
Another thing worth mentioning is that the automated person identification and
verification does not distort the results by a significant amount, mainly because
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Table 2.7: Class confusion matrix for overall classification (with manual person
ID)
Overall classification
with Manual ID
Ground Truth
Anger Fear Joy Relief Sadness
Predicted
Anger 22 2 0 0 4
Fear 0 14 0 1 0
Joy 3 7 30 1 0
Relief 0 1 1 22 1
Sadness 2 1 0 2 20
Table 2.8: Class confusion matrix for overall classification (with automated
person ID and verification)
Overall classification
with Auto. ID
Ground Truth
Anger Fear Joy Relief Sadness
Predicted
Anger 22 4 1 0 4
Fear 0 12 0 1 0
Joy 3 7 29 1 0
Relief 0 1 1 22 1
Sadness 2 1 0 2 20
Table 2.9: Comparison in terms of the classification rate with the baseline results
for overall results
Emotion Baseline [9] Manual P.ID Automated P.ID
Anger 0.89 0.81 0.81
Fear 0.20 0.56 0.48
Joy 0.71 0.97 0.94
Relief 0.46 0.85 0.85
Sadness 0.52 0.80 0.80
Average 0.56 0.80 0.78
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Table 2.10: Comparison of classification rate for overall expression detection
(with manual Person ID) for different combinations of features
Emotion
Motion
Features
(MF)
SIFT HG
HG-
SIFT
HG-Sift-
MF
Anger 0.481 0.593 0.815 0.815 0.815
Fear 0.000 0.520 0.440 0.440 0.560
Joy 0.194 0.935 1.000 1.000 0.968
Relief 0.000 0.731 0.846 0.808 0.846
Sadness 0.720 0.880 0.600 0.680 0.800
Average 0.279 0.732 0.740 0.749 0.798
the person ID is fairly accurate. It reduces the average overall classification rate
from 0.80 for manual person ID to 0.78 for automated person ID and verification
(Table 2.9). Since the emphasis of this work is on expression recognition and
not on person verification, more novel approaches shall be adopted in the future
to improve the automated person verification algorithm. Please also note that the
automated person identification and verification does not affect the person-specific
recognition performance (Table 2.9).
By looking at the class confusion matrices in Tables 2.4, 2.5, 2.7 and 2.8, one
can notice that the worst performer is the fear expression. It is confused more
with joy than with anger. On the other hand, in terms of classification rate, the
best performer is the joy expression followed by relief, as can be noted in Table
2.9. The reason for joy and relief performing better than others may stem from
the hypothesis that there is lesser variance in expressing joy and relief.
2.8 Concluding Remarks
The dense-patch based feature (HG), the key-point based feature (SIFT), and mo-
tion features, seem complementary to each other. The three features, when evalu-
ated individually, yielded worse performance (Table 2.10). Their combination did
indeed improve the results. We observed the same trend during cross-validation
on the training set.
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The person-dependent expression recognition shows better performance than
person-independent. Our system can switch automatically between person-dependent
and person-independent classifiers, by using face recognition and verification al-
gorithms. Please note that since this was primarily an expression recognition task,
we did not focus much on face recognition and verification. However, a very
simple approach, used in this work, achieves quite satisfactory performance.
In essence, this chapter highlights the strength of our features and classification
methodology, not only over the baseline method but also on a number of algo-
rithms presented in the FERA 2011 competition. We stood first in person-specific
expression recognition and second in terms of overall performance. The work
[23] that outperformed us for overall results may face some challenges in other
testing scenarios. It does a registration step for all the faces in a video sequence
with a global reference (Avatar Reference (AR)) using SIFT-Flow [74]. Then an
Emotion Avatar Image (EAI) is computed for each video sequence. This EAI is
essentially an average of the registered faces (to AR) in a sequence. This cap-
tures the dominant expression in the video. Their method seems reasonable to the
current testing scenario in which one is given with video sequences with particu-
lar prevailing and exaggerated expressions. However, this may not perform well if
the expressions are subtle. This may also not work if the target expression appears
for a much shorter time, compared to the time window used to compute the EAI.
Another difficult scenario may be when there is a single image (because of the
apparent artifacts with registration after SIFT-flow; these are otherwise averaged
when EAI is computed for an image sequence). Our approach, on the other hand,
is essentially image-specific.
Image registration using SIFT-Flow is also computationally intensive [74]. Ac-
cording to [74], matching between two 256256 images takes 31 seconds on a
workstation with two quad-core 2.67 GHz Intel Xeon CPUs and 32 GB memory,
in a C++ implementation. But they [74] also say that (up to 50x) speedup can be
achieved through GPU implementation [75] of the sequential belief propagation
(BP-S) algorithm (used in SIFT-Flow). Our approach is not real-time either, but
requires far less computation. An estimate of our feature extraction stage is as fol-
lows. The HG features are computed at 4.1 fps. SIFT feature extraction stage takes
24.1 fps while the optic flow computation takes 5.9 fps. This computation time
is on an Intel Quad-core 2.8 GHz machine with 4 GB of RAM and an NVIDIA
GeForce GT330 GPU. Please also note that not only our overall framework but
also the individual stages can be easily parallelized.
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CHAPTER 3
MULTI-VIEW FACIAL EXPRESSION
RECOGNITION
3.1 Introduction
Much of the current literature focuses on expression recognition from frontal or
near-frontal face images [4], [10]. However, facial expression recognition from
non-frontal images is much more challenging. It is also of more practical utility,
since it is not trivial in real application to always have a frontal face. Nonetheless,
there are only a handful of works in the literature working with non-frontal faces.
In face recognition, there has been experimental evidence in both psychology and
computer vision that non-frontal faces can achieve better recognition performance
than frontal ones [10], [76], [77]. However, there has not been much effort to do
a detailed analysis of the effect of large variations in pose (both pan and title
angles) on expression recognition performance. Also, there may be situations
where one can have multiple view images of the same face, for instance, with a
camera array, in video sequences, or views generated from a 3D face model. To
our best knowledge, there has not been any work which fuses information from
multiple views for expression recognition as well.
Our work in this chapter neither requires key-point localization nor needs a neu-
tral face, unlike many other previous papers. It beats the state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in the same experimental setting as [34] and [35]. Apart from performing
better, it does a significant analysis on the effect of pose change on expression
recognition results. This work is also the first effort in the literature to fuse like-
lihoods across various views to come up with a joint decision for expression clas-
sification. This fusion across different views significantly improves the overall
recognition performance.
Here, we work with Sparse Coding Spatial Pyramid Matching (ScSPM) for
multi-view facial expression recognition [62]. ScSPM is described earlier in Sec-
tion 1.3.2. In our framework, we first extract dense Scale Invariant Feature Trans-
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form (SIFT) features on face images. Then we learn a dictionary on randomly
sampled features. This dictionary is then used to sparsely code the features ex-
tracted from images. The sparse features are then max pooled in a spatial pyramid
matching (SPM) framework which is then followed by classification using linear
SVMs. Afterwards, we present a significant analysis of variation in expression
recognition performance for various pose changes. And then our experiments on
fusion of various views using likelihood information from logistic regression show
significant improvement over isolated views for expression recognition. We also
identify the best two views which when fused together give the best performance.
This information is very useful when designing a real-world system, for instance,
a billboard with cameras which can record the affective response of the viewers
[57].
3.2 Multi-view Expression Recognition
In this section we first detail our work on single image expression recognition
which is then followed by expression recognition with fusing together multiple
views. In many cases, we can have only a single view for the test face. Section
3.2.1 deals with such scenarios. However, in some cases we may be able to get
multiple face views, e.g. when we have a camera array, when we can generate
multiple views from a 3D face models or when we have video sequence with a
non-stationary face. Section 3.2.2 examines such situations. Please note that our
work does not make any assumption of presence of a neutral face.
For both the sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, we resize the images to have a height of
200 pixels. Then we extract dense SIFT features from images on 1616 patches
with displacement of 3 pixels in horizontal or vertical directions. Then a ran-
domly sampled, much smaller, subset of these SIFT features is used to train the
code-book, V 2 R1281024 (128 is the number of dimensions in SIFT). This code-
book is then used to sparsely code the SIFT features extracted from each image,
which is then followed by feature pooling in an SPM framework, as described in
section 1.3.2. These pooled features are used for both single image and multi-
image expression recognition from various views as explained in sections 3.2.1
and 3.2.2 respectively.
We conduct extensive experiments on the face images extracted from the BU-
3DFE database, which is described in detail in Section 1.2.2. We extract images
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with seven pan angles (0°, 15°, 30°, 45°) and five tilt angles (0°, 15°,
30°). These face images are extracted for all the 100 subjects depicting the
6 universal expression, Anger (AN), Disgust (DI), Fear (FE), Happy (HA), Sad
(SA) and Surprise (SU), in 4 intensity levels. These 100 subjects are randomly
divided into five partitions. These subject partitions are then used in 5-fold cross
validation in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. Please note that all the results are subject
independent, i.e., no subject in the testing set appears in the training partition.
3.2.1 Single Image Expression Recognition
This section deals with the situation when there is only one view for the test face.
We do 5-fold cross validation on the 84000 images extracted from the BU-3DFE
database and then average the results. In each fold, images from 4 subject par-
titions (80% subjects) are used as training while images from the remaining par-
tition (20% subjects) are used as testing. We adopt a ‘universal’ approach for
classification. For such an approach, in essence, the classifier is trained on the
entire training set with all the poses. Thus the ‘universal’ approach does not re-
quire a pose detection step while testing. This not only saves computation but also
avoids errors in pose estimation. We used linear SVM [73] for classification. Its
computational complexity is O(n) in training while constant in testing. Thus, it
can scale up well with larger scale datasets.
The overall percentage recognition rate for 5-fold cross-validation, averaged
across all the subject, expressions, intensity levels and poses, comes out to be
69.1%. The respective class confusion matrix is shown in Table 3.1. The effect
of varying expression intensities on expression recognition, averaged for all the
poses is plotted in Figure 3.1. The effects of variations in pan and tilt angles
on expression recognition performance are respectively shown in Figure 3.2 and
Figure 3.3. Similarly the effects of variations in pan and tilt angles for various
expression intensity levels are respectively shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.6, on the other hand, shows the effect of the simultaneous variation of
pan and tilt angles on the overall average recognition performance.
Apart from the universal approach, we can also have a pose-dependent exper-
imental setting. Here, we can assume that we know the pose and do testing and
training on the same pose. Figure 3.7 shows the effect of simultaneous variation
of both pan and tilts angles for pose-specific expression classification.
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Please note that no other previous work in the literature experiments with all
the expression intensity levels and all the subjects for the aforementioned pan and
tilt angles. However, Zheng et al. [34] and Tang et al. [35] follow the same exper-
imental setting of 5-fold cross validation with the same pan and tilt angles. They
also, like this work, do not require the estimation of key points on faces. However,
they restrict themselves to only the strongest expression intensity level. Hence,
their image dataset consists of 100 6 7 5 = 21000 images. To compare the
performance of the methodology used in this work to that of [34] and [35], we
repeat the experiments for single image expression recognition, but this time we
limit ourselves to only the strongest expression intensity level. The comparison of
our results with those of [34] and [35] is given in Table 3.2.
Table 3.1: Class confusion matrix for overall recognition performance averaged
over all poses and expression intensity levels
Overall
classification
Predicted
AN DI FE HA SA SU
Ground
Truth
AN 64.2 8.4 4.1 2.2 18.1 3.1
DI 10.9 70.1 5.8 3.9 5.2 4.3
FE 7.5 9.5 51.1 13.7 9.5 8.7
HA 2.1 4.3 9.4 81.2 1.7 1.4
SA 19.6 5.2 7.2 2.3 63.4 2.3
SU 1.8 3.0 4.7 3.0 2.6 85.0
Table 3.2: Performance comparison with earlier works on strongest expression
intensity in terms of the percentage recognition rates
Zheng et al [34] Tang et al. [35] Ours
68.2% 75.3% 76.1%
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Figure 3.1: Recognition performance for various expressions with different
intensities.
3.2.2 Fusing multiple views
This section deals with likelihood fusion across multiple views. Here again we
do 5-fold cross-validation on 84000 images used in section 3.2.1. Again, in each
fold, one partition of (20%) subjects is used for testing while the rest are used for
training. Thus the experimental setting here, too, is subject-independent. We use
`2-regularized logistic regression [73] to get probability estimates. The log likeli-
hoods for various expressions are then summed across the views whose fusion is
intended. Then, the expression with the largest likelihood is chosen as the joint
decision.
Please note that a total of 35 views (5 pan angles and 7 tilt angles) are generated
from a single 3D face model as explained in Section 1.2.2. For a particular face
scan, we can fuse together views in various combinations. For example, we can
fuse any two views (595 combinations). Or we can pretend as if we have only 5
pan views corresponding a particular tilt angle. Then we can fuse the likelihoods
of these 5 views and come up with a joint decision. Or we can pretend that we
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Figure 3.2: Effect of change in pan angles on the recognition performance of
various expressions.
have only 7 tilt views corresponding to a particular pan angle. Then we can make
a joint decision on the basis of likelihood fusion of these 7 views. Or we can also
fuse together the likelihoods of all the 35 views and make a combined decision
for the respective face scan.
For each of the 2400 expressive 3D face scans in the BU3D-FE database [36]
(6 expressions, 4 intensities and 100 subjects), we fuse together the two views in
each of the 595 possible combinations, then we fuse together views from 5 pan
angles for each of the 7 tilt angles, then we fuse together views from 7 tilt angles
for each of the 5 pan angles and then we fuse together all the 35 views to come
up with joint decisions. Table 3.3 lists the performance improvement over single
image expression classification, with various combinations of view fusion.
We can identify the best combination of any two views out of the 595 total
combinations with their performance. We find out that the face view with -30°
pan and -15° tilt, when combined with the face view with 15° pan and 15° tilt,
gives the best performance with cross-validation average percentage recognition
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Figure 3.3: Effect of change in tilt angles on the recognition performance of
various expressions.
rate of 75.5%. The corresponding class confusion matrix is shown in Table 3.4.
The effect of varying expression intensities on expression recognition, for the best
two-view combination, is plotted in Figure 3.8.
3.3 Discussion
Our work with single image expression recognition shows promising results com-
pared to the other state of the art works. Unlike [34] and [35], we experiment with
all the four expression intensity levels. Hence, it is a harder problem compared
to working with just the strongest expression intensity level. This can also be ob-
served from Figure 3.1, Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, that the most subtle expressions
are the most difficult to recognize.
Figure 3.1 displays the recognition rates for various expressions of different
intensities for single image recognition. These results are averaged across all the
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Table 3.3: Improvement in average recognition rate with fusion. The results are
also averaged for all expression intensities.
Linear SVM with no fusion 69.1%
Logistic regression with no fusion 69.8%
Fusing any two views 72.5%
Fusing pan angles 73.1%
Fusing tilt angles 73.2%
Fusing all the views together 75.0%
Fusing the best two-view combination 75.5%
Table 3.4: Class confusion matrix for over-all recognition performance for the
best two-view combination
Overall
classification
Predicted
AN DI FE HA SA SU
Ground
Truth
AN 73.3 6.0 3.0 1.8 13.5 2.5
DI 7.0 77.3 4.5 3.5 4.5 3.3
FE 6.8 8.3 58.0 13.3 7.3 6.5
HA 0.5 2.3 7.8 87.8 0.8 1.0
SA 19.5 3.8 6.0 1.5 68.0 1.3
SU 3.0 1.5 2.8 3.0 1.3 88.5
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Figure 3.4: Effect of change in pan angles on the recognition performance of
various expression intensity levels.
pan and tilt angle views. It can be observed that the recognition performance of
the Disgust (DI), Fear (FE), Happy (HA) and Surprise (SU) expressions increases
with the increase in expression intensity levels. This trend is not observed for
the Anger (AN) and Sad (SA) expressions. However, for anger, the recognition
performance does increase up to the second-to-strongest intensity. Nonetheless
the variation in recognition performance from the least intense (level 1) to the
most intense (level 4) Anger and Sad expressions is much smaller compared to all
the other expressions. This may stem from the observation that it may be harder
for the subjects to display such expressions in varying intensity levels.
Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 show the variation in recognition performance
with changes in pan or tilt angles, for single image recognition. Please note that
the results are averaged across the all the intensity levels, across corresponding tilt
angles in Figure 3.2 and across the respective pan angles in Figure 3.3. Similarly,
the recognition rates are averaged across all the expressions in Figure 3.4 and
Figure 3.5. One interesting observation in these four figures is that the curves
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Figure 3.5: Effect of change in tilt angles on the recognition performance of
various expression intensity levels.
are nearly but not completely symmetrical. This is expected for variation in tilt
angles (see Figure 1.3). Nonetheless, despite being insignificant, there are some
asymmetries in the curves for variations in pan angles as well.
Please also note that the average expression recognition performance across dif-
ferent pan angles (the average curves in Figures 3.2 and 3.4) and across different
tilt angles (the average curves in Figures 3.3 and 3.5) has its maximum value on
0° pan or tilt angle. There is a slight performance drop up till 30° pan angle
(Figures 3.3 and 3.5); beyond that the performance drop is more significant. Sim-
ilarly the average performance drop beyond 15° tilt angle (Figures 3.3 and 3.5)
is more significant.
In Figures 3.2 and 3.3, one can observe that there are three ‘clusters’ of curves.
The first cluster has only the fear expression performance. It is significantly worse
than the other expressions for the variation in pose in pan or tilt angles. This may
be because of greater variation in expressing fear among the subjects. From the
class confusion matrix for the average results in Table 3.1, one can note that the
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Figure 3.6: Effect of change in both pan and tilt angles on the overall single
image expression recognition performance for the universal approach.
fear expression is confused more with the happy expression. However, the con-
fusion of fear with other expressions is more or less the same. This is consistent
with the findings in [66] and [1]. The other group of curves giving similar per-
formance are for Disgust, Anger and Sad expressions. And the group of curves
giving the best performance is for the Happy and Surprise expressions. One can
note from these figures that the negative expressions (Fear, Anger, Disgust, Sad)
perform significantly worse than the positive ones, for all the variations in pan
and tilt angles. One can make some interesting observations from the variation
in tilt angles in Figure 3.3. For instance, for the fear and anger expressions, -30°
tilt angle view gives better performance than +30° tilt angle view. For the disgust
expression, however, the positive tilt angle views give better performance than the
negative tilt angle views. For the other expressions, the trend is approximately
symmetric. The performance pattern is also more or less symmetric for almost
all the expressions with variation in pan angles in Figure 3.3. However, the anger
expression depicts slightly more asymmetries.
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Figure 3.7: Effect of change in both pan and tilt angles on the overall single
image expression recognition performance for pose-specific experimental setting.
In both the Figures 3.4 and 3.5, the two strongest expression intensity levels
perform significantly better than the other two, for all the pan or tilt angle varia-
tions. However, in real-life situations, the expressions are in general subtle. The
third strongest expression intensity still performs significantly better than the most
subtle expression intensity level. Another interesting observation is that only the
strongest expression intensity level shows a higher recognition rate at any pan or
tilt angle view other than 0°. This higher recognition performance is at +30° pan
angle and also at +15° tilt angle. This observation is also asymmetrical (not ob-
served for -30° pan angle or -15° tilt angle). All the other expression intensities
achieve a maximum recognition rate at 0° pan or tilt angle. There is also a sig-
nificant performance dip at pose angles beyond 30° pan or 15° tilt, for all the
expression intensities.
Figure 3.6 shows the effect of variation in both pan and tilt angles on average
recognition rate. Please note that each ‘box’ in this figure gives the average recog-
nition performance of 2400 images in the corresponding pan and tilt angle view
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Figure 3.8: Recognition performance for various expressions with different
intensities for the best two-view fusion combination.
combination. Please note that there is a significant performance decrease beyond
30° pan and 15° tilt angle view. Other than that, the performance seems more
or less comparable (in the middle). The view with 15° pan and 0° tilt gives the
best performance. However, it is very close to the frontal view performance.
The results for the pose-specific experimental setting are shown in Figure 3.7.
Here, we assume that we know the pose of the faces in question beforehand. Thus
we can test and train on the images with the same pose. Each ‘box’ in the fig-
ure is a different experiment with 5-fold cross validation on 2400 images with
the same pose. Comparing Figures 3.6 and 3.7, one may notice a difference in
trends of performance variation with changes in pan and tilt angles. It seems
the universal approach prefers more frontal and near-frontal view faces while, in
pose-specific setting, the positive tilt angle and positive pan angle variations are
harder to classify. The pose-specific classification performance is also higher on
average compared to the universal approach. This shows that if we can have a
reliable pose-classifier, it will help us in expression classification.
Table 3.3 shows significant performance improvement with fusion over single
image recognition. This improvement is for all the cases in fusion: when pan or
tilt angles are fused together for different tilt or pan angles respectively, when the
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likelihoods from all the views are combined together, or even when any two views
are fused together. The performance increases to as high as 75.5% for the best
two-view combination, compared to the average recognition rate of 69.1% with
single image expression recognition. It is interesting to note that the best two-
view combination is diagonal. This information is indeed very useful in designing
a multi-camera expression recognition system.
Table 3.4 gives the class confusion matrix, while Figure 3.8 displays a plot for
recognition rates for various expressions of different intensities for the best two-
view combination. Comparing with their counterparts, Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1
in single image expression recognition, one can notice a significant performance
increase for all the expressions. This performance rise is as high as about 9% for
Anger while as low as around 4% for Surprise. All the expression intensities seem
to benefit with fusion, as can be seen by comparing Figures 3.1 and 3.8. The lower
expression intensities seem to benefit more with fusion compared to the strongest
level in the case of the Fear expression. Also the strongest expression intensities
for Happy and Surprise approach 100% with fusion.
3.4 Concluding Remarks
Our work, apart from achieving state-of-the-art performance, does a significance
analysis of variations in expression recognition with changes in a range of pan
angles, tilt angles or both. For the universal approach, non-frontal views do not
give significantly better performance than the frontal view for single image ex-
pression recognition. However, if we have pose information, positive tilt angle
and positive pan angle variations seem to give worse recognition rates than the
other combinations. Such an in-depth analysis is the first of its kind. This can
aid in designing various expression recognition systems. Also, unlike many other
works, our method neither requires any key point detection nor does it need a
neutral face.
Multi-view fusion gives pronounced increase in performance over single image
classification. This work which fuses likelihood across multiple views for expres-
sion recognition is also the first of its kind. We further identify the two views
which when combined together give the best performance. These results have
practical implications in designing such biometric systems.
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CHAPTER 4
SUPERVISED SOFT VECTOR
QUANTIZATION
4.1 Introduction
In a typical bag-of-words representation in image classification, features (raw
patches or some other descriptors) are first sampled from an image [78]. These
feature vectors are then quantized into one of the pre-learned visual words. This
Vector Quantization (VQ) procedure allows us to represent each image by a his-
togram of such words, often known as the bag-of-words representation [78]. Var-
ious extensions have been proposed to the BoW model. For instance, features
may be softly assigned (Soft Vector Quantization (SVQ)) [79, 80] instead of hard
quantization, or one may do some other pooling operations such as “max pooling”
over the feature vector assignments [62] instead of “average pooling” in BoW.
In a BoW framework, learning the visual words (or a descriptor model) and
classifier are the two fundamental problems [37]. Most of the existing approaches
resort to unsupervised clustering mechanisms to learn the BoW model. The goal
here is to keep sufficient information with which the original feature can be recon-
structed with fidelity. This is achieved by minimizing a reconstruction loss. Two
such examples are K-means and sparse coding [63]. The criterion can also be to
maximize the data likelihood, such as learning a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
for SVQ [79]. However, such schemes may not be optimal if classification is the
final goal. A better strategy would be to incorporate the class labels while build-
ing such models [37]. This can be done by linking the model parameters to the
classification loss function [46, 49], which has shown promising improvements
over the unsupervised counterparts.
In this Chapter [81], we develop a simple yet effective supervised learning
method of GMM for soft vector quantization (SVQ) applied to facial expression
recognition. The objective function is smooth and can be easily solved by gra-
dient descent. We term the resulting image features as supervised SVQ (SSVQ)
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features. Unlike many other previous works, such as [42], [43], [44] and [45], we
work with image-level discrimination. We present an overview of related works
in Section 1.1. Our extensive experiments on the multi-view face images, gen-
erated from the BU-3DFE database (Section 1.2.2) for recognizing expressions,
show that our approach significantly improves the resulting classification rate over
the unsupervised training counterpart. Our method when, combined with Spatial
Pyramid Matching [60], also outperforms the published state-of-art results, which
were achieved with a much more complex model.
4.2 Soft Vector Quantization (SVQ)
We laid down the details for SVQ in Section 1.3.2. We review it again over here
as a refresher.
Suppose S= fId;cdgDd=1 is a corpus of training images, where Id = fzd1; : : : ;zdNdg
and cd 2 f 1;1g are labels. Let us also suppose that we are given a GMM learned
on a part of the dataset (with K components and parameters Q). Then the likeli-
hood of a p-dimensional feature vector zdi is given as
p(zdi jQ) =
K
å
k=1
pkN (zdi ;mk;Sk)
In SVQ, we may represent any feature vector zdi as fdi , where
fdi [k] =
pkN (zdi ;mk;Sk)
åKj=1p jN (zdi ;m j;S j)
(4.1)
= p(kjzdi ) (4.2)
andN (zdi ;m j;S j) is the gaussian pdf evaluated at zdi .
The image level descriptor can then be represented by a histogram,
Fd =
1
Nd
Nd
å
i=1
fdi (4.3)
where Nd is the number of feature vectors extracted from the dth image.
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4.3 Supervised Soft Vector Quantization (SSVQ)
The basic idea in Supervised Soft Vector Quantization (SSVQ) is to reduce the
loss function in a classifier, given a training set, by modifying the image descriptor
model (which is a GMM in our case). We use logistic regression in our framework.
The loss function for `2-regularized logistic regression can be given as [73]
L=
1
2
(wTw)+A
D
å
d=1
log(1+ exp[ cdwTFd]) (4.4)
Here, A is a scalar, pre-selected by cross-validation on the training set. The
derivative of L w.r.t. mk can be written as
¶L
¶mk
= A
D
å
d=1
 cd exp[ cdwTFd]
1+ exp[ cdwTFd] w
T ¶Fd
¶mk
(4.5)
To compute the derivative in equation (4.5), we need to compute the derivative
for each fdi ,
¶Fd
¶mk
=
1
Nd
Nd
å
i=1
¶f di
¶mk
(4.6)
Note that
¶f di
¶mk
=

: : : ;
¶f di [k]
¶mk
; : : : ;
¶f di [m]
¶mk
; : : :
T
;where m 6= k (4.7)
Now consider from equation (4.1),
¶f di [k]
¶mk
=
¶
¶mk
"
pkN (zdi ;mk;Sk)
åKj=1p jN (zdi ;m j;S j)
#
=
¶ p(kjzdi )
¶mk
After some derivation we get
¶f di [k]
¶mk
= (p(kjzdi )  (p(kjzdi ))2)[zdi  mk]TS 1k
Using equation (4.2) we get
¶f di [k]
¶mk
= (fdi [k]  (fdi [k])2)[zdi  mk]TS 1k (4.8)
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Similarly for the case when m 6= k, we have
¶f di [m]
¶mk
=
¶
¶mk
"
pkN (zdi ;mm;Sm)
åKj=1p jN (zdi ;m j;S j)
#
=
¶ p(mjzdi )
¶mk
= p(kjzdi )p(mjzdi )[zdi  mk]TS 1k
And this essentially implies
¶f di [m]
¶mk
= fdi [k]fdi [m][zdi  mk]TS 1k (4.9)
Please note that each of the equations (4.8) and (4.9) represents a 1 p vector,
where p is the dimension of mk. Thus,
¶fdi
¶mk
is a K  p matrix, where K is the
number of mixtures in GMM.
Equations (4.8) and (4.9) are then used to compute ¶F
d
i
¶mk
in equation (4.6).
Stochastic gradient descent with online learning can be used to update mk;k 2
f1; : : : ;Kg
m(t+1)k = m
(t)
k  l (t)

¶Ld
¶mk
T
(4.10)
where
¶Ld
¶mk
= A
 cd
1+ exp(cdwTFd)
wT

¶Fd
¶mk

; (4.11)
l (t) =
l (t0)p
n=Nd +1
(4.12)
4.3.1 Multi-class SSVQ
Suppose we have a multi-class problem withM > 2 classes. Then we can haveM
regressors, trained in a one-vs-rest (OVR) fashion. The motivation for the OVR
setting is that it is efficient, requires less computation and performs comparably to
other multi-class classifier learning methodologies [73]. Now the regressors may
be arranged in an MK matrix W . Thus the derivative of the loss function in
the multi-class setting for a single training sample can be given as (derived from
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equation (4.11))
¶Ld
¶mk
= A
M
å
i=1
 y[i]
1+ exp(y[i]W [i; :]TFd)
W [i; :]

¶Fd
¶mk

(4.13)
where,
y[i] =
(
+1; if Fd 2 ith class
 1; otherwise
W [i; :] = regressor trained on ith class vs rest
Stochastic gradient descent is then used with online learning to update mk; k 2
f1; : : : ;Kg in a similar fashion as for the binary class problem. Finally, equations
(4.1) and (4.3) are used to compute the image-level descriptors using the new
discriminative GMM with updated means, which are then used for training and
testing.
The algorithmic framework for the discriminative GMM training in SSVQ is
given as follows:
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for the discriminative GMM training for SSVQ
Require: A training database, S = fId;cdgDd=1, where Id = fzd1; : : : ;zdNdg;
l (t0); a GMM learnt on part of the training set, with parameters Q =
fp1; : : : ;pK;m1; : : : ;mK;S1; : : : ;SKg
1: n 0
2: for t = 1 to MaxIter do
3: for i= 1 to Nd do
4: l (t)  l (t0)p
n=D+1
5: for k = 1 to K do
6: m(t+1)k  m(t)k  l (t)

¶Ld
¶mk
T
7: end for
8: n n+1
9: end for
10: Retrain regressor(s)
11: end for
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4.4 Multi-view Expression Recognition Experiments
and Results
We do 5-fold subject independent cross validation on multi-view faces with 7 pan
angles and 5 tilt angles generated from the BU-3DFE database (21,000 images in
total). In each fold, around 80% of the images are used for training and 20% for
validation. The subjects in the training set do not appear in the validation set. The
details of the database can be found in Section 1.2.2.
The images are scaled so that the maximum image dimension has at most 200
pixels. We then extract SIFT features on dense sampling grid with 3 pixel shifts in
horizontal and vertical directions with fixed scale (1616 pixels) and orientation
(0°). The initial GMMs are also learned in a fold-independent setting, in the
traditional unsupervised manner, using the Expectation Maximization algorithm.
The GMM for each fold has 1024 mixtures. The initial learning rate l was set to
be a small value (1e-6) in stochastic learning. To further speed up the algorithm,
we reduce the SIFT feature dimension to 70 with PCA. The supervised GMM
parameter updates are only for the means of the Gaussian mixtures, although the
covariance matrices can also be updated in principle. The optimization is run for
twelve iterations for early stopping to avoid overfitting. We do not use Spatial
Pyramid Matching (SPM) [60] while doing supervised training. However, we
later combine SSVQ and SPM to obtain the final image representation.
Figure 4.1 shows objective function value (eq. (4.4)) decreases, averaged for
the expression classes, with supervised iterations for each of the folds. The last
figure also shows the average of the five training folds. One can notice that the
objective value, in general, reduces for all the cases. Figure 4.2 shows the data log
likelihood with GMM as a function of optimization iterations. Interestingly, the
log likelihood decreases for the five folds alike, meaning the supervised iterations
are moving the model in a direction which makes it more discriminative rather
than generative.
Table 4.1 shows how the performance increases with supervised training along
with comparisons with earlier works in the same experimental setting. Tables
4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 respectively show the confusion matrices for SVQ, SSVQ and
SSVQ+SPM (with max-pooling).
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Figure 4.1: Decrease in objective function value with the supervised iterations for
each of the training folds and average. The horizontal axis represents the number
of iterations while the vertical axis represents the objective function value.
Table 4.1: Comparison in terms of classification rate
Zheng et al. [34] 68.20%
Tang et al. [35] 75.30%
SVQ 63.28%
SSVQ [ours] 69.81%
SVQ+SPM 74.70%
SSVQ+SPM [ours] 76.16%
SVQ+SPM (max pooling) 75.24%
SSVQ+SPM (max pooling) [ours] 76.34%
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Figure 4.2: Effect of supervised iterations on data log likelihood. The horizontal
axis represents the number of iterations while the vertical axis represents the data
log likelihood.
Table 4.2: Classification confusion matrix for recognition performance with SVQ
SVQ
Predicted
AN DI FE HA SA SU
Ground
Truth
AN 52.6 14.7 5.9 3.1 21.7 1.9
DI 13.2 63.2 8.1 4.5 6.3 4.7
FE 8.1 9.8 47.6 12.8 14.2 7.5
HA 3.0 3.5 10.0 79.5 2.1 1.9
SA 23.2 6.9 13.2 3.0 50.7 2.9
SU 1.8 1.9 5.0 2.7 2.5 86.1
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Table 4.3: Classification confusion matrix for recognition performance with
SSVQ
SSVQ
Predicted
AN DI FE HA SA SU
Ground
Truth
AN 59.4 11.5 4.0 1.9 21.5 1.7
DI 10.9 72.1 5.2 3.2 5.7 2.9
FE 7.6 7.7 52.9 12.2 11.6 7.9
HA 0.7 2.2 8.0 85.8 1.6 1.7
SA 22.2 5.1 10.2 1.9 58.3 2.3
SU 0.3 1.9 4.1 1.3 1.9 90.3
Table 4.4: Classification confusion matrix for recognition performance with
SSVQ + SPM (max-pooling)
SSVQ+SPM
(max-
pooling)
Predicted
AN DI FE HA SA SU
Ground
Truth
AN 67.7 8.9 4.2 1.3 17.3 0.7
DI 7.5 79.3 5.3 2.8 2.7 2.4
FE 7.5 7.5 59.1 9.9 9.5 6.5
HA 0.3 0.8 5.6 91.7 0.4 1.2
SA 21.2 3.3 7.1 0.7 66.0 1.7
SU 0.2 1.1 2.5 1.3 0.6 94.3
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4.5 Discussion
As shown, our supervised training not only reduces the objective function value
on all the folds (Figure 4.1) but also gives a significant increase in testing classifi-
cation rate of 6.5% with 12 iterations compared with SVQ (Table 4.1). Note that
for our SSVQ, the feature vectors are only 1024 dimensional. It is particularly
desirable to have compact feature descriptors when dealing with very large image
databases. One can also notice from Tables 4.2 and 4.3 that supervised training
helps all the expression classes from as low as 4.2% for Surprise to as high as
8.9% for Disgust.
The data log likelihood, on the other hand, decreases with supervised training,
as shown in Figure 4.2. Although this might be expected since the parameter
updates are making the GMMsmore discriminative rather than generative, it could
also be a sign of overfitting, especially when training examples are limited. In our
experiments, we have not observed overfitting within 12 iterations. But it would
be worthwhile to add the data log likelihood as a regularization term in the general
form, where the derivation will follow section 4.3 similarly.
Table 4.4 reports the confusion matrix for the case when SSVQ is combined
with SPM and max-pooling [62] (instead of mean pooling in equation (4.3)) is
used. Here, all the classes enjoy much better true recognition rate by incorporating
the spatial information. Across all the three confusion matrices, Surprise, Happy
and Disgust, are the expressions with the highest recognition rates, while Fear
is the worst performer. This is consistent with some previous works in facial
expression recognition, such as [1]. In Table 4.1 we compare our results with
other works in the literature in a similar experimental setting. The work by Zheng
et al. [34] does not include any implicit spatial information. Thus it will be fair
to compare it to SSVQ (without any location information). However, Tang et al.
[35] operates on sequences of patches from the images; thus, it can be argued
that while doing that, they encode implicit location information. Thus, for a fair
comparison we need to compare it with SSVQ+SPM. As shown in Table 5.1,
in both the comparisons, our work performs better. Also note that our model is
much simpler than [34] and [35]. It may also be noted that the relative benefit of
supervised training decreases when combined with SPM. However, this may be
expected since we are modifying the GMM only with respect to the level-0 in the
SPM and it may not be better suited for other levels.
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4.6 Concluding Remarks
Inspired by the BoW model popularly used in image categorization, we propose a
novel supervised soft vector quantization model for facial expression recognition.
The discriminative training of GMM produces significant performance gain com-
pared with the unsupervised counterpart. Combining the spatial pyramid, our ap-
proach achieves state-of-the-art performance on the BU-3DFE facial expression
database with simple linear classifier. For future works, we can explore super-
vised training for full GMM parameters (mean, mixture weights, and covariance
matrices) with proper regularization. Incorporation of SPM in supervised train-
ing should also be investigated to make each level of SPM more discriminative.
The framework is general and can easily be applied to other classification tasks
as well, such as object recognition, face recognition, speaker identification, and
audio event recognition.
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CHAPTER 5
SUPERVISED HIERARCHICAL
GAUSSIANIZATION
5.1 Introduction
Feature learning is the key in any computer vision application. If the features con-
tain enough discrimination information then classification becomes easier. Hier-
archical Gaussianization (HG) features have given state-of-the-art performances
with simple classifiers such as Nearest Centroid [65] and linear SVMs [1]. It is
worthwhile to mention that HG features have also proven their mettle in a number
of recent evaluation challenges [1].
In the HG [65] image representation, first each image is encoded as an ensemble
of overlapping (or non-overlapping) patches. Then the global distribution of the
features extracted from the training corpus is modeled by a GMM (a.k.a. Univer-
sal Background Model (UBM)). Then, any given image, an image-specific GMM
is learned by adaptation from the UBM. The amount of adaptation with respect
to the UBM essentially encodes in itself the discriminatory information useful for
classification. The images are then represented by a super-vector derived from the
upper bound on the KL-divergence between two image-specific GMMs (which
are adapted from the UBM) [65]. This image representation is fairly general and
can be applied to any image classification framework.
The UBM is learnt in an unsupervised manner on the training data-set. Then
image specific GMMs are computed, followed by image representation by super-
vectors, using which then a classifier is learned. The question here is whether we
can do any better and how we can further improve the established HG framework.
Note that, when we are learning a classifier, such as an SVM, we are essentially
modifying the classifier in such a way that it gives less and less classification
loss on the training set. The question is whether we can, in addition to changing
the classifier, also modify the feature dimensions such that they are more suited
for classification. For this purpose we need to tie the feature dimensions to the
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classification loss. The feature dimensions are essentially derived from the image
specific GMMs, which are in turn adapted from the UBM. Thus we need to estab-
lish a link between the UBM parameters and the classification loss function. We
establish the implicit link as demonstrated in Figure 5.1. This is later explained in
Section 5.2.
Figure 5.1: Connecting the classification loss to the UBM parameters.
5.2 Hierarchical Gaussianization (HG)
We again review the HG framework as a refresher for the readers. Suppose we are
given a GMM/UBM (with K components and parameters Q), the likelihood of a
p-dimensional feature vector zdi is given as
p(zdi jQ) =
K
å
k=1
pkN (zdi ;mk;Sk)
Now consider a corpus of training images, S= fId;cdgDd=1, where Id = fzd1; : : : ;zdNdg
and cd 2 f 1;1g are labels.
When the UBM is adapted to the images in the corpus to yield image specific
GMMs, we get
p(zdi jQd) =
K
å
k=1
pdkN (z
d
i ;mdk ;Sk)
where Qd = fpd1 ; : : : ;pdK;md1 ; : : : ;mdK;S1; : : : ;SKg are adapted parameters. We re-
strict Sk to be diagonal and shared by all images for computational reasons.
To adapt the UBM to a given image Id , for each mixture k 2 f1; : : : ;Kg, we
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compute
p(kjzdi ) =
pkN (zdi ;mk;Sk)
åKj=1p jN (zdi ;m j;S j)
(5.1)
and,
nk =
Nd
å
i=1
p(kjzdi ) (5.2)
Now to update the UBM parameters, we compute
pdk = gk
nk
Nd
+(1  gk)pk; (5.3)
mdk = akmk+(1 ak)mk; (5.4)
where;
mk =
1
nk
Nd
å
i=1
p(kjzdi )zdi (5.5)
ak =
nk
(nk+ r)
; gk =
Nd
(Nd +T )
Note that r and T are the tuning parameters. The super-vector of a particular
image then gets the form
Yd =
q
pd1S
  12
1 m
d
1 ;    ;
q
p IKS
  12
K m
d
K
T
(5.6)
As noted earlier in Section 1.3.2, we can encode the location information by
repeating the same process in a pyramid structure or by appending the normalized
xy-patch locations to each descriptor zdi .
5.3 Supervised Hierarchical Gaussianization (SHG)
Here, too, the basic idea is to reduce the loss function in a classifier, given a train-
ing set, by modifying the image descriptor model (UBM in this case); however, it
is not straightforward to link the descriptor model to the image-level representa-
tion as shown in Figure 5.1. We used logistic regression in our framework. The
loss function for `2-regularized logistic regression can be given as [73]
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L=
1
2
(wTw)+A
D
å
d=1
log(1+ exp[ cdwTYd]) (5.7)
The derivative of L w.r.t. mk can be written as
¶L
¶mk
= A
D
å
d=1
 cd exp[ cdwTYd]
1+ exp[ cdwTYd] w
T ¶Yd
¶mk
(5.8)
Now the elements of Yd corresponding to the kth and mth gaussian components
(m 6= k) can be written as
Yd =

: : : ;
q
pdk S
  12
k m
d
k ; : : : ;
q
pdmS
  12
m mdm; : : :
T
(5.9)
Note that Yd is kp 1 dimensional. The derivative of Yd w.r.t. mk, in equation
(5.8), is given by
¶Yd
¶mk
=
264: : : ; ¶ [
q
pdk S
  12
k m
d
k ]
¶mk
; : : : ;
¶ [
p
pdmS
  12
m mdm]
¶mk
; : : :
375
T
(5.10)
where m 6= k
Now, using (5.3) and (5.4), for the elements in the super-vectorYd correspond-
ing to the kth Gaussian component, we get
q
pdk S
  12
k m
d
k =

gk
nk
Nd
+(1  gk)pk
  12
S 
1
2
k [akmk+(1 ak)mk]
Let gk = 1 and ak = 1;8k. This, empirically, gives better performance in HG. This
leads to q
pdk S
  12
k m
d
k =
r
nk
Nd
S 
1
2
k mk
=
r
nk
Nd
S 
1
2
k
1
nk
Nd
å
i=1
p(kjzdi )zdi [using (5.5)]
=
S 
1
2
kp
Nd
nk 
1
2
Nd
å
i=1
p(kjzdi )zdi (5.11)
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Computing the derivative of equation (5.11), we get
¶
¶mk
q
pdk S
  12
k m
d
k

=
S 
1
2
kp
Nd
¶
¶mk
 
nk 
1
2
Nd
å
i=1
p(kjzdi )zdi
!
=
S 
1
2
kp
Nd
" 
Nd
å
i=1
p(kjzdi )zdi
! 
¶ (nk 
1
2 )
¶mk
!
+

nk 
1
2
 ¶ (åNdi=1 p(kjzdi )zdi )
¶mk
!#
(5.12)
Now consider
¶ (nk 
1
2 )
¶mk
=  1
2(nk)
3
2
Nd
å
i=1
¶
¶mk

p(kjzdi )

[by (5.2)]
Note that
¶
¶mk

p(kjzdi )

=
¶
¶mk
 
pkN (zdi ;mk;Sk)
åKj=1p jN (zdi ;m j;S j)
!
[by (5.1)]
After derivation, we arrive at
¶
¶mk

p(kjzdi )

= (p(kjzdi )  (p(kjzdi ))2)[zdi  mk]TS 1k (5.13)
Thus,
¶ (nk 
1
2 )
¶mk
=  1
2(nk)
3
2
Nd
å
i=1
h
(p(kjzdi )  (p(kjzdi ))2)[zdi  mk]TS 1k
i
(5.14)
Now consider
¶
¶mk
(
Nd
å
i=1
p(kjzdi )zdi ) =
Nd
å
i=1

¶ (p(kjzdi )zdi )
¶mk

=
Nd
å
i=1

zdi
¶ p(kjzdi )
¶mk

¶
¶mk
(
Nd
å
i=1
p(kjzdi )zdi ) =
Nd
å
i=1

zdi (p(kjzdi )  (p(kjzdi ))2)[zdi  mk]TS 1k

(5.15)
[by (5.13)]
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Using equations (5.12), (5.14), (5.15) and with further derivation, we arrive at
¶
¶mk
q
pdk S
  12
k m
d
k

=
S 
1
2
k
2
p
nkNd
"
2
Nd
å
i=1
bki(zdi yki) mk
Nd
å
i=1
bkiyki
#
(5.16)
where,
yki = [zdi  mk]TS 1k ; (5.17)
bki = p(kjzdi )  (p(kjzdi ))2 (5.18)
Note that in equations (5.16) and (5.17), yki is a 1 p vector, bki is a scalar, Sk
is a p p (diagonal) matrix and mk, zdi are p1 vectors. Hence (5.16) represents
a p p matrix.
Now consider the case when m 6= k in (5.9). Using equation (5.12), we get
¶
¶mk
q
pdmS
  12
m mdm

=
S 
1
2
mp
Nd
¶
¶mk
 
nm 
1
2
Nd
å
i=1
p(mjzdi )zdi
!
=
S 
1
2
mp
Nd
" 
Nd
å
i=1
p(mjzdi )zdi
! 
¶ (nm 
1
2 )
¶mk
!
+

nm 
1
2
 ¶ (åNdi=1 p(mjzdi )zdi )
¶mk
!#
(5.19)
Now consider
¶ (nm 
1
2 )
¶mk
=  1
2(nm)
3
2
Nd
å
i=1
¶
¶mk

p(mjzdi )

[by (5.2)]
Note that
¶
¶mk

p(mjzdi )

=
¶
¶mk
 
pmN (zdi ;mm;Sm)
åKj=1p jN (zdi ;m j;S j)
!
[by (5.1)]
After derivation, we arrive at
¶
¶mk

p(mjzdi )

= p(kjzdi )p(mjzdi )[zdi  mk]TS 1k (5.20)
Thus,
¶ (nm 
1
2 )
¶mk
=
1
2(nm)
3
2
Nd
å
i=1
h
p(kjzdi )p(mjzdi )[zdi  mk]TS 1k
i
(5.21)
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Similarly by using equation (5.20), we get
¶
¶mk
(
Nd
å
i=1
p(mjzdi )zdi ) = 
Nd
å
i=1
zdi

p(kjzdi )p(mjzdi )[zdi  mk]TS 1k

(5.22)
After further derivation and using equations (5.19), (5.21) and (5.22), we reach
the following solution:
¶
¶mk
q
pdmS
  12
m mdm

=
S 
1
2
m
2
p
nmNd
"
mm
Nd
å
i=1
dmkiyki 2
Nd
å
i=1
dmki(zdi yki)
#
(5.23)
where,
yki = [zdi  mk]TS 1k ;
dmki = p(kjzdi )p(mjzdi ) (5.24)
Similar to equation (5.16), equation (5.23) also represents a p p matrix.
Equations (5.16) and (5.23) are then used to construct ¶Y
d
¶mk
in equation (5.10).
This gives rise to a Kp p matrix, which is then used to compute ¶L¶mk in equation
(5.8).
Stochastic gradient descent can then be used, similar to equation (4.10), to mod-
ify the UBM to give better discrimination properties. Note that
m(t+1)k = m
(t)
k  l (t)

¶Ld
¶mk
T
(5.25)
where,
¶Ld
¶mk
= A
 cd
1+ exp[cdwTYd]
wT
¶Yd
¶mk
; (5.26)
l (t) =
l (t0)p
n=Nd +1
5.3.1 SHG - a variant
Empirically, super-vector formed in the following manner gives better perfor-
mance (using equation (5.9), where m 6= k):
Yˆd =

: : : ;
q
pdk S
  12
k (m
d
k  mk); : : : ;
q
pdmS
  12
m (mdm mm); : : :
T
(5.27)
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Note that Yˆd is Kp1 dimensional. Now the derivative of Yˆd w.r.t. mk is given
by
¶ Yˆd
¶mk
=
264: : : ; ¶ [
q
pdk S
  12
k (m
d
k  mk)]
¶mk
; : : : ;
¶ [
p
pdmS
  12
m (mdm mm)]
¶mk
; : : :
375
T
(5.28)
where m 6= k
After derivation on similar grounds as earlier, we arrive at the following:
¶
¶mk
q
pdk S
  12
k (m
d
k  mk)

=
S 
1
2
k
2
p
nkNd
"
2
Nd
å
i=1
bki(zdi yki)
  (mk+mk)
Nd
å
i=1
bkiyki 2nkI(pp)
#
(5.29)
¶
¶mk
q
pdmS
  12
m (mdm mm)

=
S 
1
2
m
2
p
nmNd
"
(mm+mm)
Nd
å
i=1
dmkiyki
  2
Nd
å
i=1
dmki(zdi yki)
#
(5.30)
Equations (5.29) and (5.30) can then be used to compute ¶ Yˆ
d
¶mk
which is then used
to compute ¶L
d
¶mk
to update each mk using online stochastic gradient descent.
5.3.2 Multi-class SHG
The framework can be easily extended to multi-class cases like SSVQ. Suppose
we have a such a problem withM > 2 classes. Then we can again haveM regres-
sors, trained in a one-vs-rest (OVR) fashion. The regressors may be arranged in
an MK matrix W . Thus the derivative of the loss function in the multi-class
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setting for a single training sample can be given as (derived from equation (5.26))
¶Ld
¶mk
= A
M
å
i=1
 y[i]
1+ exp(y[i]W [i; :]TYd)
W [i; :]

¶Yd
¶mk

(5.31)
where,
y[i] =
(
+1; if Yd 2 ith class
 1; otherwise
W [i; :] = regressor trained on ith class vs rest
Stochastic gradient descent is then used with online learning to update mk; k 2
f1; : : : ;Kg in a similar fashion as for the binary class problem. Finally, the new
discriminative GMM with updated means are used to compute the HG features,
which are then used for training and testing.
The algorithmic framework for the discriminative GMM training in SHG is the
same as in SSVQ and is given as follows:
Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for the discriminative UBM training for SHG
Require: A training database, S = fId;cdgDd=1, where Id = fzd1; : : : ;zdNdg;
l (t0); a UBM learnt on part of the training set, with parameters Q =
fp1; : : : ;pK;m1; : : : ;mK;S1; : : : ;SKg
1: n 0
2: for t = 1 to MaxIter do
3: for d = 1 to D do
4: l (t)  l (t0)p
n=D+1
5: for k = 1 to K do
6: m(t+1)k  m(t)k  l (t)

¶Ld
¶mk
T
7: end for
8: n n+1
9: end for
10: Retrain regressor(s)
11: end for
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5.4 Multi-view Expression Recognition Experiments
and Results
We perform two sets of experiments to validate our SHG algorithm. In the first set
of experiments we do 5-fold subject-independent cross validation on multi-view
faces with 7 pan angles and 5 tilt angles generated from the BU-3DFE database
(21,000 images in total). In each fold, around 80% of the images are used for
training and 20% for validation. The subjects in the training set do not appear in
the validation set. The details of the database can be found in Section 1.2.2.
The images are scaled so that the maximum image dimension has 128 pixels.
We then extract SIFT features on dense sampling grid with 4 pixel shifts in hori-
zontal and vertical directions with fixed scale (1212 pixels) and orientation (0°).
The initial GMMs are also learned in a fold-independent setting, in the traditional
unsupervised manner, using the Expectation Maximization algorithm. The GMM
for each fold has 64 mixtures. To further speed up the algorithm, we reduce the
SIFT feature dimension to 80 with PCA. The supervised GMM parameter updates
are only for the means of the Gaussian mixtures, although one can also update the
covariance matrices. The optimization is run for 15 iterations. We do not do the
supervised training on a pyramid structure. However, we later combine spatial in-
formation to obtain the final image representation, which achieves state-of-the-art
performance.
Figure 5.2 shows objective function value (Eq. (5.7)) decreases, averaged for
the expression classes, with supervised iterations for most of the folds. For one of
the folds it increases initially but then decreases again. The last figure shows the
average of the five training folds. Table 5.1 shows how the performance increases
with supervised training along with comparisons with earlier works in the same
experimental setting. Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 respectively show the confusion
matrices for HG, SHG and SHG+SPM.
In the second set of experiments we used a subset of the CMU Multi-PIE
database. We use images with 5 camera views, 19 lighting conditions and 299
subjects. We have four expression categories; neutral, positive (smile), negative
(squint, disgust) and surprise. We have about 152,000 images in our selected sub-
set. The database is further explained in Section 1.2.3. We divide the images in
three subject-independent partitions and use one for training, the other for valida-
tion and the third for testing. We experiment with 64, 128 and 256 mixtures. We
repeat the experiments three times with randomizing the partitions.
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To reduce computation, the images are scaled so that the maximum image di-
mension has 32 pixels. We then extract DCT features (Section 1.3.1) on dense
sampling grid with 1 pixel shifts in horizontal and vertical directions on 4 4
patches. We remove the DC component and take the top 12 dimensions. We then
append the DCT features with the normalized xy-patch locations to encode loca-
tion information. Our empirical results reveal that appending xy-patch locations
gives comparable performance to that of SPM.
Here, we do six supervised iterations. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 respectively show the
effect of supervised training on the objective function value and training accuracy
for the experiments on the Multi-PIE data-set. Figure 5.5 shows the increase in
testing accuracy computed for even supervised iterations. Table 5.5 details the
results of our supervised algorithm for different numbers of mixtures in GMMs
for different trials and their averages, in comparison with HG. We also investigate
the effect of not appending the normalized xy-patch locations to the features. Table
5.6 shows the comparison in terms of percentage testing classification rate with
and without appending normalized xy-patch locations to the DCT features.
Table 5.1: Comparison in terms of classification rate (for the BU-3DFE database)
Zheng et al. [34] 68.2%
Tang et al. [35] 75.3%
HG 67.8%
SHG [ours] 69.0%
SHG+SPM [ours] 76.6%
5.5 Discussion
Our supervised training reduces the objective function value on most of the folds
(Figure 5.2) in our experiments with the BU-3DFE database. For one of the
folds, the objective function first increases and then decreases afterwards (sig-
nalling thereby that the initial learning rate might be a bit high). However, when
it comes to the testing classification rate, it gives an improvement of 1.2%. We
compare it with two earlier works in Table 5.1. The work by Zheng et al. [34]
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Figure 5.2: Effect on objective function value with the supervised iterations for
each of the training folds and average for the BU-3DFE database. The horizontal
axis represents the number of iterations while the vertical axis represents the
objective function value.
Table 5.2: Classification confusion matrix for recognition performance with HG
(for the BU-3DFE database)
HG
Predicted
AN DI FE HA SA SU
Ground
Truth
AN 61.7 12.7 4.9 2.3 16.5 1.9
DI 11.4 68.6 6.8 4.4 5.7 3.1
FE 6.9 9.5 48.9 13.0 12.2 9.5
HA 1.0 3.7 7.4 84.3 1.7 1.9
SA 21.5 7.1 10.9 3.0 54.4 3.0
SU 1.3 1.5 4.9 2.1 1.4 88.8
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Table 5.3: Classification confusion matrix for recognition performance with SHG
(for the BU-3DFE database)
SHG
Predicted
AN DI FE HA SA SU
Ground
Truth
AN 62.4 12.4 5.0 2.0 16.8 1.3
DI 10.9 68.8 7.0 4.3 6.4 2.6
FE 7.7 8.5 52.6 13.9 10.6 6.7
HA 0.8 3.1 7.0 86.0 1.4 1.7
SA 22.0 7.0 9.6 4.1 54.9 2.4
SU 1.2 2.1 3.9 1.9 1.6 89.3
Table 5.4: Classification confusion matrix for recognition performance with SHG
+ SPM (for the BU-3DFE database)
SHG+SPM
Predicted
AN DI FE HA SA SU
Ground
Truth
AN 70.1 10.5 3.2 1.3 14.3 0.6
DI 10.4 76.9 4.4 1.9 3.9 2.6
FE 6.5 6.4 60.0 11.8 9.7 5.7
HA 0.3 1.3 4.2 92.9 0.3 0.8
SA 21.3 3.5 7.7 1.2 65.2 1.1
SU 0.2 0.9 2.7 1.1 0.9 94.3
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Figure 5.3: Effect on objective function value with supervised iterations for each
of the trials for different number of mixtures and averages for Multi-PIE
database. The horizontal axis represents the number of iterations while the
vertical axis represents the objective function value.
Table 5.5: Performance comparison in terms of percentage classification rate of
HG and SHG on Multi-PIE database
Nmix 64 128 256
HG SHG HG SHG HG SHG
Trial 1 70.9 75.4 74.0 78.4 76.5 80.5
Trial 2 72.1 77.7 75.3 80.4 78.3 82.4
Trial 3 72.2 77.6 75.4 80.5 78.1 82.7
Average 71.7 76.9 74.9 79.7 77.6 81.8
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Figure 5.4: Effect on training classification rate with supervised iterations for
each of the trials for different number of mixtures and averages for Multi-PIE
database. The horizontal axis represents the number of iterations while the
vertical axis represents the classification rate.
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Figure 5.5: Effect on average percentage testing classification rate with
supervised iterations for the three trials for different number of mixtures for
Multi-PIE database. The horizontal axis represents the number of iterations
while the vertical axis represents the percentage classification rate. We compute
it just for even iterations.
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Table 5.6: Performance comparison in terms of percentage classification rate of
HG and SHG with and without using xy patch locations on Multi-PIE database
HG6xy SHG6xy Inc. HG SHG Inc.
64 mixtures
Trail 1 62.7 68.9 6.2 70.9 75.4 4.5
Trail 2 62.8 69.6 6.8 72.1 77.7 5.6
Trail 3 62.9 69.5 6.6 72.2 77.6 5.4
Average 62.8 69.3 6.5 71.7 76.9 5.1
128 mixtures
Trail 1 65.8 71.6 5.8 74.0 78.4 4.5
Trail 2 65.8 72.3 6.5 75.3 80.4 5.1
Trail 3 65.9 72.7 6.8 75.4 80.5 5.1
Average 65.8 72.2 6.4 74.9 79.7 4.9
256 mixtures
Trail 1 67.2 73.9 6.6 76.5 80.5 4.0
Trail 2 67.5 74.4 6.9 78.3 82.4 4.1
Trail 3 67.7 74.3 6.6 78.1 82.7 4.6
Average 67.5 74.2 6.7 77.6 81.8 4.2
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does not include any implicit spatial information. Thus it will be fair to compare it
to SHG (without any location information). However, Tang et al. [35] operate on
sequences of patches from the images: thus it can be argued that while doing that,
they encode implicit location information. Thus, for a fair comparison we need to
compare it with SHG+SPM. As shown in Table 5.1, in both the comparisons, our
work performs better.
Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 respectively show the class confusion matrices for HG,
SHG and SHG+SPM on the BU-3DFE database. The supervised training seems
to have helped the Fear expression more than the others. However, all the ex-
pressions benefit with SPM. One more thing to note from these tables is that the
negative expressions generally get confused more among each-other.
It seems from Table 5.1 that the supervised training of the HG features did
not help a lot when compared with the performance without supervised training.
It seems HG features are powerful enough even without any supervised training
for this problem. This hypothesis is validated when we look into the training
classification rate of all the folds and find that it is very high; almost 100%. The
hope of any improvement with supervised training seems to decrease when there
are no miss-classified samples in the training data. This is why the decrease in
objective function value relative to the initial value is not much; as shown in Figure
5.2, it is between 2% and 9% with a median value of 5.6%.
Thus, we experiment with a more challenging data-set with much greater num-
ber of samples and more variation (i.e. CMU Multi-PIE). We experiment with
64, 128 and 256 mixtures and do 6 supervised iterations. We repeat the experi-
ments three times by re-sampling the partitions. We show the results for the effect
of supervised training on the objective function value in Figure 5.3, and that on
training classification rate in Figure 5.4 for different numbers of mixtures in the
GMM, three trials and their averages. Figure 5.3 shows that the supervised train-
ing reduces the objective function significantly for all the cases. This reduction is
from 24% to 35% of the initial objective function value, with a median value of
29.9%. This is indeed significant. When we compare it to Figure 5.4, we find that
the training classification rate also increases significantly in all the cases. This also
translates into significant increase in testing classification rate as shown in Table
5.5. The performance improvement is anywhere between 4.0 % and 5.6%. On
the other hand, Table 5.6 shows that we get performance improvement regardless
of whether we encode location information in the features extracted from image
patches.
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One very significant result from Table 5.5 is that we can get better classification
rate with using half the number of mixtures in UBM with doing just a few super-
vised iterations. This results in reducing the testing time by half. One more thing
to note from Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 is that more significant improvement with
supervised training on the Multi-PIE data-set happens in the first few iterations.
Afterwards the performance improvement is incremental.
5.6 Expression Recognition Demo
We put together our algorithm in a practical demo system for facial expression
recognition shown in Figure 5.6. The demo is trained with all the 152,000 images
in the Multi-PIE dataset with four expressions (Neutral, Positive, Negative and
Surprise). We use 128 mixtures in the UBM and do six supervised iterations on the
entire set of images. Similar to our earlier experiments on Multi-PIE, we scale the
images so that the maximum image dimension has 32 pixels. We then extract DCT
features (Section 1.3.1) on dense sampling grid with 1 pixel shifts in horizontal
and vertical directions on 44 patches. We remove the DC component and take
the top 12 dimensions. We then append the DCT features with the normalized
xy-patch locations to encode location information.
The plot in Figure 5.7 shows our supervised algorithm can get equivalent train-
ing classification rate with supervised training using 128 mixtures when compared
to 256 mixtures without any supervised training (iteration # 0). We are hopeful
that similar to the results shown in Table 5.5, this trend also translates in testing
scenarios. Thus, we may get equivalent or better results compared to twice the
number of mixtures, in half the time. Our demo runs with a speed of about 20
frames/sec.
5.7 Concluding Remarks
Inspired by the very successful HG framework for image categorization, we pro-
pose a novel task-specific supervised algorithm for discriminative training of GMMs.
Our algorithm demonstrates significant performance gain compared with unsu-
pervised HG on the Multi-PIE dataset. In future work we can explore supervised
training for full GMM parameters (mean, mixture weights, and covariance ma-
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Figure 5.6: Expression recognition demo.
trices) with proper regularization. The framework is general and can easily be
applied to other classification tasks as well, such as object recognition, face recog-
nition, speaker identification, and audio event recognition.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY
The contributions of our work are both empirical and theoretical. We began
our discussion with near-frontal view facial expression recognition in Chapter 2.
There, we discussed a framework for subject-dependent and subject-independent
expression recognition from videos. We then moved to the more challenging task
of non-frontal facial expression recognition in Chapter 3. There we presented
both single-image expression recognition, as well as the work with fusing views
in various settings. We also did an in-depth analysis of the variation in expression
recognition performance with the change in pan and tilt angles. Many of these
results are first of their kind and have practical implications for designing relevant
biometric systems.
In Chapters 4 and 5, we introduced frameworks for supervised image descrip-
tor models, SSVQ and SHG. The results with SSVQ and SHG show significant
improvement when compared to traditional BoW and HG. The algorithmic im-
provements in both of these are significant since they enhance the established
image classification frameworks. Our experiments show that supervised train-
ing is particularly useful when we are faced with a harder classification task and
the features alone are not discriminative enough to do a good job on the training
dataset.
In short our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• Framework for subject dependent and independent expression recognition
from near-frontal faces (published in FG 2011, TSMC-B 2012)
• Analysis of multi-view facial expression recognition (ECCVW 2012)
• Supervised soft vector quantization (accepted in FG 2013)
• Supervised Hierarchical Gaussianization (submitted to ICCV 2013)
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